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Reel world hits Toronto
Blair Miller
Last Tuesday night, I ran into Ed
Harris (The Abyss. The Rock, The
Truman Show). Even shook his
hand. I was well within spitting dis-
"tance of Jewel, Bokeem Woodbine,
Robert Forster, Forest Whitaker,
David Schwimmer, Claudia Schiller
and renowned directors James
Toback and Jim Jarmusch.
The twenty-fourth Toronto
International Film Festival yielded
more than its fair share of celebrities,
showing that T.O. is rising within 'the
industry.' On top of all that, the star
parade was complimented by a
number of outstanding films that, for
the most part, exist outside of the
obtrusive lights of Hollywood.
The Festival began some twenty-
four years ago, as a humble attempt
to expose Canadian feature films to
an international audience, while at
the same time creating a cosmopoli-
tan atmosphere for its domestic
audience. In terms ofreputation, the
festival Is now held in similar esteem
as Cannes, Sundance and other fes-
tivals ofrenowned stature. This year,
from September ninth until the eigh-
teenth, crew, cast and film fans alike
converge upon Toronto to share with
us some oftheir most unique visions.
Not to be lost in all the fanfare
though, are the films themselves.
With relatively
intimate pre-film
introductions and
equally rewarding
post-film Q & A
sessions, film festi-
vals serve to
remind us about one of the most
undervalued aspects of the cinemat-
ic medium: that movies are social
constructs. The emotional, political
and interpretive power of films is
immeasurable. At the festival, the
audience feels these powers acutely.
The power of films is
immeasurable.
Indeed, as Chen Kaige (director of
this year's gem, The Emperor and
the Assassin) remarked before his
film, "My favourite thing about the
movies is it is like a church. All of us
are together, in the dark, sharing the
same dream."
With all these things in
mind, here are
comments regard-
ing the Ave films I
saw, all of which
made commuting
to Toronto worth
the while. (Note:
Keep your eye out for these movies
in the near future, especially at the
Princess Theatre in uptown
Waterloo.)
All the Rage-. What has been "all the
rage" during the rise of indie films is
presenting the audience with a
handful of vastly different characters
who are all connected by some
bizarre comedy of errors and coinci-
dence. Or is it fate that brings them
together? The tensions between fate,
coincidence and the human ability to
change the future have long been
topics that films have struggled with.
The result is a great deal of 'What
If?' films, playing
on almost out-
landish connec-
tions between an
almost outlandish
amount of people.
Usually, the
neatest aspect of
these type of films
is that they give us
a shrewd kind of
cross-section of
society, and how
we get along (or
fail to). First-time film director James
10. Stern brings from his career in
Broadway (Stomp and 'IJie Diary of
Anne Frank with Natalie Portman) a
refreshingly light sensibility towards
human interaction between a host of
different characters.
Former Homicide: Life on the
Streets star Andre Braugher plays a
hard-working lawyer with an emo-
tional partner (David Schwimmer).
One of the lawyeris clients (Jeff
Daniels, in a surprisingly strong and
amusing performance) is under
investigation for shooting a burglar
Not to be
lost in all
the fanfare,
though, are
the films
themselves.
in his home. Joan Allen
(Pleasantville) plays Danielsi
estranged wife. Robert Forster
(Jackie Brown) plays the newly
retired cop hired to follow Danielsi
character. And the web of connec-
tions goes on, and on and on . . .
Whatis good about this plot is that
the coincidental connections never
get out of hand. The story stays very
believable throughout, allowing its
witty dialogue and strong ensemble
of character
actors to take
over.
From the open-
ing credits it
becomes obvious
that the movie
actually does have
a moral: guns and
their uncanny
ability to alter the
lives of the people
at both ends of
them. Although
All the Rage doesnit examine its cen-
tral Issue as much as similar didactic
films like The Player, it does howev-
er try to investigate an important
issue, unlike 2 Days in the Valley or
Pulp Fiction. However, Sternis debut
film only attempts to teach this les-
son visually, making the anti-firearm
theme something that injects some
scenes with importance, while the
scenes in between them seem pre-
tentious, disjointed, and often stalled.
Better Than: 2 Days in the Valley
Not As (k>od As: The Player
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L a u r i e r  O n e  C a r d  h e r e  
J r s s  T O R R A I \ ; C E  
T h e  i m p l e m e n t a t i o n  o f  t h e  n e w  O n e  
c a r d  s y s t e m  a t  L a u r i e r  t h i s  
S e p t e m b e r  h a s  p r o v e n  t o  b e  a  d o u -
b l e - e d g e d  s w o r d  f o r  s t u d e n t s .  
A l t h o u g h  t h e  n e w  p a y m e n t  a n d  
i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  s y s t e m  b o a s t s  i t s  s h a r e  
o f  a d v a n t a g e s  i n  t h e  l o n g  r u n ,  i t  h a s  
a l s o  b e e n  b e s e t  b y  p r o b l e m s  w i t h i n  
i t s  f i r s t  m o n t h  o f  u s e .  T h e  O n e  c a r d  
r e p l a c e s  t h e  p r e v i o u s  W L U  I D  c a r d  
a n d  i s  c u r r e n t l y  b e i n g  i s s u e d  t o  a l l  
e l i g i b l e  L a u r i e r  s t u d e n t s .  s t a f f  a n d  
f a c u l t y  m e m b e r s .  S e v e r a l  m o n t h s  
a g o ,  u n i v e r s i t y  o f f i c i a l s  b e g a n  
r e s e a r c h  c o n c e r n i n g  v a r i o u s  c o m -
p r e h e n s i v e  c a r d  s y s t e m s  i n  u s e  a t  
o t h e r  O n t a r i o  s c h o o l s .  T h e  t i m i n g  
p r o v e d  i n s t r u m e n t a l  t o  t h e  i n c e p t i o n  
o f  t h e  O n e  c a r d ,  a s  t h e  p r e v i o u s  s y s -
t e m  p r o v e d  n o t  t o  b e  Y 2 K  c o m p l i a n t .  
T h e  L a u r i e r  O n e  r . . a r d  h a s  r e s u l t e d  
a s  a  p r o d u c t  o f  t h i s  r e s e a r c h  a n d  h a s  
b r e n  d e s i g n e d  t o  a d d r e s s  t h e  s p e c i f -
i c  n e e d s  o f  t h e  L a u r i e r  p o p u l a t i o n .  
T h e  n e w  c a r d  s y s t e m  p r o v e s  i n n o v a -
t i v e  b o t h  i n  i t s  p r o s p e c t i v e  r a n g e  o f  
s e r v i c e s  a n d  i n  i t s  d e s i g n .  
T h e  u s e s  o f  t h e  O n e  c a r d  a r e  a t  
p r e s e n t  l i m i t e d  t o  t h o s e  s e r v i c e s  p r e -
v i o u s l y  p r o v i d e d  o n  t h e  o l d  c a r d  s y s -
t e m .  T h e  c a r d  i s  c u r r e n t l y  a c c e p t e d  
a s  a  p a y m e n t  o p t i o n  a t  t h e  v a r i o u s  
F o o d  S e r v i c e s  e s t a b l i s h m e n t s  a c r o s s  
c a m p u s  a s  w e l l  a s  a t  D o m i n o ' s  P i z z a  
a n d  S w i s s  C h a l e t  o f f - c a m p u s  l o c a -
t i o n s .  I t s  u s e , s  a s  a n  i n s t i t u t i o n a l  I D  
c a r d  a n d  a  l i b r a r y  c a r d  r e m a i n  
u n c h a n g e d .  H o w e v e r ,  N i c k  
T o m l j e n o v i c ,  L a u r i e r  O n e  d i r e c t o r ,  
p r e s e n t s  a  v i s i o n  o f  t h e  s y s t e m ' s  e v o -
l u t i o n  t o w a r d s  t h e  p r o v i s i o n  o f  a  
b r o a d  s c o p e  o f  n e w  s e r v i c e s  i n  t h e  
f u t u r e .  T h e , s e  s e r v i c e s  i n c l u d e  t h e  
c a r d ' s  u s e  w i t h  p h o t o c o p i e r s ,  v e n d -
i n g  m a c h i n e s ,  d o o r  a c c e s s  o n  c a m -
p u s ,  l a u n d r y  f a c i l i t i e s ,  a n d  a n  e x p a n -
s i o n  o f  t h e  f o o d  s e r v i c e s  a v a i l a b l e  o f f  
c a m p u s .  H o w e v e r ,  t h e s e  s e r v i c e s  a r e  
n o t  s l a t e d  f o r  i m p l e m e n t a t i o n  i n  t h e  
i m m e d i a t e  f u t u r e .  M r . T o m l j e n o v i c  
s a y s  t h a t  t h e  n e w  s y s t e m  w i l l  b e  
s t u d i e d  i n  O c t o b e r  i n  o r d e r  t o  d e t e r -
m i n e  i t s  e f f e c t i v e n e s s ,  a n d  b y  
N o v e m b e r  c h a n g e s  a n d  n e w  s e r v i c -
e s  w i l l  b e g i n  t o  b e  e x e c u t e d  a c c o r d -
i n g l y .  T h e  m a j o r i t y  o f  t h e  n e w  s e r v -
i c e s  w i l l  b e  p r o v i d e d  w i t h i n  1 2  t o  1 8  
m o n t h s ,  h e  a d d s .  
F u r t h e r m o r e ,  a l t h o u g h  t h e  
h a r d w a r e  r e q u i r e d  t o  i m p l e m e n t  t h e  
L a u r i e r  O n e  s y s t e m  h a s  r e s u l t e d  i n  
c e r t a i n  c a p i t a l  c o s t s ,  M r .  T o m l j e n o v i c  
s e e m s  c o n f i d e n t  t h a t  t h e s e  c o s t s  w i l l  
b e  r e c o v e r e d  i n  t h e  l o n g  r u n  t h r o u g h  
t r a n s a c t i o n  f e e s  a n d  i n c r e a s e d  e f f i -
c i e n c y .  T h e  e x t e r n a l  r e s t a u r a n t < >  
i n v o l v e d  i n  t h e  p l a n  m u s t  p a y  f o r  
t h e i r  o w n  h a r d w a r e ,  o f f S e t t i n g  t h e s e  
i n i t i a l  c o s t s  t o  a  c e r t a i n  e x t e n t .  T h e  
O n e  c a r d  h a s  b e e n  d e s i g n e d  a s  a  
d e b i t  c a r d  a n d  i s  s i m p l y  ' s w i p e d '  
t h r o u g h  a  s c a n n e r  b y  t h e  s t u d e n t  a t  
t h e  c a s h .  T h i s  m e t h o d  o f  p a y m e n t  
S A D  K I Y A N I  
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h a s  l e d  t o  g r e a t e r  e f f i c i e n c y  a n d  
q u i c k e r  l i n e s  i n  g e n e r a l  a t  t h e  v a r i -
o u s  F o o d  S e r v i c e s  o n  c a m p u s .  
H o w e v e r ,  t h e  s y s t e m  i s  e x p e r i e n c i n g  
s o m e  ' g r o w i n g  p a i n s . '  D u r i n g  t h e  
f i r s t  s e v e r a l  w e e k s  o f  f a l l  c o u r s e s ,  
s e v e r a l  e s t a b l i s h m e n t s  b o t h  o n  a n d  
o f f  c a m p u s  e x p e r i e n c e d  t e c h n i c a l  
d i f f i c u l t i e s  c o n n e c t e d  t o  t h e  i n i t i a t i o n  
o f  t h e  n e w  s y s t e m .  T h e  O n e  c a r d  w a s  
n o t  a c c e p t e d  a t  c e r t a i n  e s t a b l i s h -
m e n t s  d u e  t o  t h e s e  d i f f i c u l t i e s ,  i n  
s o m e  c a s e s  f o r  a s  l o n g  a s  t w o  w e e k s .  
A t  A & W ,  m a n a g e r  S a n d y  H a f e r m e h l  
d i < > c u s s e d  t h e  n e w  p a y m e n t  s y s t e m .  
A l t h o u g h  t w o  s e p a r a t e  t r a n s a c t i o n s  
m u s t  b e  c o m p i e t e d  f o r  e a c h  p u r -
c h a s e  d u e  t o  t h e  d e s i g n  o f  t h e  A & W  ·  
t i l l ,  H a f e r m e h l  s a y s  t h a t  t h e  s y s t e m  i s  
i n  f a c t  f a s t  a n d  c o n v e n i e n t ,  a p a r t  
f r o m  t h e  u s u a l  i n i t i a l  g l i t c h e s .  
A & W s  c u s t o m e r s  a l s o  s e e m  s a t i s f i e d  
b y  t h e  s y s t e m ,  w h i c h  a l l o w s  t h e m  t o  
p a y  d i r e c t l y  a t  t h e  A & W  l o c a t i o n  a s  
o p p o s e d  t o  t h e  o l d  s y s t e m  w h i c h  
i n v o l v e d  s t a n d i n g  i n  t w o  s e p a r a t e  
l i n e s .  
S t u d e n t s  h a v e  e x p r e s s e d  s e v e r a l  
c o n c e r n s  i n v o l v i n g  t h e  n e w  c a r d .  
O n e  s u c h  c o n c e r n  i s  t h e  c n n s p i c u o u s  
l a c k  o f  b i r t h d a t e  o n  t h e  c a r d  i t s e l f ,  
e x c l u d i n g  i t  a s  a  f o r m  o f  l e g a l  I D .  
H o w e v e r ,  T o m l j e n o v i c  s t a t R , s  t h a t  t h e  
L a u r i e r  O n e  c a r d  i s  a n  e x c l u s i v e l y  
o n - c a m p u s  f o r m  o f  i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  t o  
b e  u s e d  f o r  t h e  p u r p o s e s  s e t  o u t  
a b o v e .  I t s  f o r m a t  d o e s  n o t  m a k e  i t  a  
l e g a l  f o r m  o f i D ,  s o  r e a d e r s  s h o u l d  b e  
p r e p a r e d  t o  b r i n g  t h e i r  d r i v e r ' s  
T w e n t v - f i r s t  c e n t u r y  R e f o  
l i c e n c e  o r  o t h e r  a l t e r n a t i v e  f o r m s  o f  
I D  w i t h  t h e m  w h e n  t h e y  g o  o u t .  
A n o t h e r  p r e d o m i n a n t  c o n c e r n  
e x p r e s s e d  b y  m a n y  s t u d e n t s  i s  t h e  
l a c k  o f  s e c u r i t y  f e a t u r e s  c o n n e c t e d  
w i t h  t h e  c a r d .  D u e  t o  t h e  ' s w i p e '  
p a y m e n t  s y s t e m  a n d  t h e  l a c k  o f  p i n  
n u m b e r ,  a  l o s t  c a r d  c o u l d  b e  p o t e n -
t i a l l y  d a n g e r o u s  i n  t h e  h a n d s  o f  a  
h u n g r y  f e l o n .  A l t h o u g h  t h e  c a r d  
i n c l u d e s  p h o t o  i d e n t i f i c a t i o n ,  i t  i s  
u n r e a l i s t i c  t o  b e l i e v e  t h a t  e a c h  c a r d  
w i l l  b e  c h e c k e d  a t  t h e  c a s h .  
H o w e v e r ,  i n  t h e  e v e n t u a l i t y  o f  a  l o s t  
o r  s t o l e n  c a r d ,  t h e  c a r d h o l d e r  m a y  
s i m p l y  p r o c e e d  t o  t h e  L a u r i e r  O n e  
o f f i c e  o r  t o  a n y  F o o d  S e r v i c e s  e s t a b -
l i s h m e n t  i n  o r d e r  t o  i n v a l i d a t e  t h e i r  
c a r d .  K e e p i n g  a  f i r m  g r i p  o n  o n e ' s  
e a r d  i s  a d v i s e d ,  t h o u g h ,  a s  t h e  $ 2 0  
f e e  f o r  r e p l a c e m e n t  c a r d s  h a s  n o t  
c h a n g e d .  
M o r e o v e r ,  M r . T o m l j e n o v i c  i s  
e x t r e m e l y  h a p p y  w i t h  t h e  p r o g r e s s  
o f  t h e  L a u r i e r  O n e  s y s t e m .  W i t h  t h e  
a i d  o f  h i r e d  s t u d e n t  a s s i s t a n t s ,  t h e  
L a u r i e r  O n e  t e a m  h a s  i s s u e d  n e w  
c a r d s  t o  a p p r o x i m a t e l y  9 5 %  o f  t h e  
s c h o o l  p o p u l a t i o n  f a r  a h e a d  o f  
s c h e d u l e .  T h e  d i r e c t o r  o f  t h e  p r o -
g r a m  i s  t h r i l l e d  b y  t h e  r e s p o n s e  
t o w a r d s  t h e  s y s t e m .  W i t h i n  t h r e e  
m o n t h s ,  L a u r i e r  O n e  h a s  g o n e  f r o m  
a n  i d e a  t o  a  r e a l i t y  a n d  i t s  f u t u r e  
l o o k s  b r i g h t .  T h e  L a u r i e r  O n e  t e a m  
n e e d s  t h e  f e e d b a c k  o f  s t u d e n t s  i n  
o r d e r  t o  c r e a t e  a n  e f f e c t i v e  s y s t e m .  [ f  
y o u  h a v e  q u e s t i o n s  o r  c o m m e n t s  
c o n c e r n i n g  t h e  c a r d  a n d  i t s  u s e s ,  t h e  
L a u r i e r  O n e  o f f i c e  i s  l o c a t e d  b e s i d e  
t h e  P u r p l e  &  G o l d  o f l '  o f  t h e  
C o n c o u r s e .  l l ' i  o f f i c e  h o u r s  a r e  f r o m  
9 : 0 0  a . m  t o  9 : 0 0  p . m .  o n  w P e k d a y s  
a n d  f r o m  1 0 : 0 0  a . m .  t o  3 : 0 0 p . m .  o n  
w e e k e n d s .  
P a r t y  
C l  f f i l ' i  P H l l l P S  
f o r  M P .  N e v e r t h e l e s . . . : ; ,  J a f f e r  c r e d i t s  h i s  p a r e n t s  
s u p p o r t  f o r  h i s  s u c c e s s  a s  a n  M P .  
a r e  e q u a l  t h e y  h a v e  t o  h a v e  a t  l e a s t  o n e  v e n u e  
f o r  e q u a l  r e p r e s e n t a t i o n ,  s o  t h a t  e v e n  t h e  p e o -
p l e  o f  P E l  f e e l  t h e i r  c o n c e r n s  a r e  b e i n g  r e p r e -
s e n t e d .  H e  a l s o  s t a t e d  t h a t  t h e  H o u s e  o f  
C o m m o n s  s h o u l d  b e  t h e  a r e n a  f o r  r e p r e s e n t a -
t i o n  b y  p o p u l a t i o n .  
P r e s t o n  t h e n  i t s  n u m b e r s  d r o p .  
H a h i m  J a f f e r ,  o n e  o f  C a n a d a ' s  y o u n g e s t  M P s ,  
c a m e  t o  t a l k  t o  L a u r i e r  s t u d e n t s  o n  M o n d a y  
Septe~er 2 0  i n  a n  e v e n t  h o s t e d  b y  L a u r i e r ' s  
R e f o r m  Y o u t h  p a r t y .  
J a i l e r ,  a n  M P  f o r  t h e  r i d i n g  o f  E d m o n t o n -
S t r a t h c o n a ,  h a s  b e e n  i n  p a r l i a m e n t  s i n c e  1 9 9 7 ,  
w h e n  h e  w a s  e l e c t e d  w h i l e  s t i l l  i n  h i s  e a r l y  2 0 s .  
T h i s  f o r m e r  U b e r a l  s u p p o r t e r  a n d  w o r k e r  
s w i t c h e d  p a r t i e s  a f t e r  b e c o m i n g  d i s i l l u s i o n e d  
w i t h  t h e  g o v e r n m e n t  w h i l e  w o r k i n g  f o r  l i b e r a l  
M P  D e n n i s  M i l l s .  
C u r r e n t l y ,  J a f f e r  i s  t h e  d e p u t y  c r i t i c  f o r  
i n t e r - g o v e r n m e n t a l  a f f a i r s  a n d  C h i e f  c r i t i c  f o r  
i n d u s t r y .  I n  t h e s e  r o l e s ,  h e  s e e s  a  l o t  o f  h e a t e d  
t o p i c s .  T h e  y o u n g  M P  b e l i e v e s  t h a t  w i t h  t h e  
p o s s i b l e  m e r g e r  o f  N r  C a n a d a  a n d  C a n a d i a n  
A i r l i n e s ,  t h e  g o v e r n m e n t  s h o u l d  k e e p  a n  e y e  
o n  e v e n t s ,  p l a y i n g  a  c o n s e r v a t i v e  r o l e .  H e  a l s o  
w o u l d  l i k e  t o  s e e  g o v e r n m e n t  t a k e  a  l e , s s  
r e s t r i c t i v e  r o l e  o n  I n t e r n e t  l e g i s l a t i o n .  T h e s e ,  a s  
w e l l  a s  C a n a d a ' s  u n i t y  a r e  a l l  i s s u e s  h e  b e l i e v e s  
w i l l  b e  s e e n  i n  P a r l i a m e n t  t h i s  f a l l .  
A l s o  i n  t h e  N e w  C a n a d a  A c t  i s  t h e  d e s i r e  t o  
s t r e n g t h e n  f e d e r a l  p o w e r s  i n  s u c h  a r e a s  a s  
d e f e n c e  a n d  i n t e r n a t i o n a l  t r a d e  w h i l e  g i v i n g  
p r o v i n c e s  m o r e  f r e e d o m  t o  s p e n d  t h e i r  m o n e y  
a < >  t h e y  s e e  f i t .  T h e  N e w  C a n a d a  A c t  L < >  p i e c e  o f  
l e g i s l a t i o n  t h a t  d e s i r e s  c o n s t i t u t i o n a l  c h a n g e .  
J a f f e r  b e l i e v e s  t h a t  m a n y  p r o v i n c e s ,  n o t  j u s t  
A s  a  s t u d e n t  w o r k e r ,  J a f f e r  s a w  Q u e b e c  d e s i r e  t o  s e e  c h a n g e s  
t h a t  C a n a d a ' s  p a r l i a m e n t a r y  s y s - m a d e  t o  r e m o v e  a n y  a l i e n a t i o n .  
t e r n  w a s  n o t  t h e  ' r e s p o n s i v e  d e m o - A  c o n c e r n  a d d r e s s e d  b y  
c r a t i c  p r o c e s s '  t h a t .  i t  w a s  ~et u p  t o  " p  0  1  i  t i c  s  t h a t  '  s  a  d i r t y  so~e i n  t h e  audi~nce w a s  t h e  
b e .  H e  w a s  a l s o  d i s s a p p o m t e d  b y  .  " .  '  U r u t e d  A l t e r n a t i v e  a g e n d a .  
~e f a c t  t h a t  t h e  tr~~tional p a r t i e s  g a m e  "  - J a f f e r  '  s  F a t h e r  S o m e  s t u d e n t s  ~ere. ~urious a s  
d i d  n o t  a p p e a r  w i l l i n g  t o  c h a n g e  •  t o  h o w  R e f o r m s  p o l i c i e s  w o u l d  
t h e  s y s t e m .  s t a n d  a g a i n s t  a n  a l i g n m e n t  w i t h  
T h i s  o b s e r v a t i o n  c a u s e d  t h e  y o u n g  t h e  P r o g r e s s i v e  C o n s e r v a t i v e  
m a n  t o  l o o k  i n t o  t h e  r e l a t i v e l y  n e w  R e f o r m  J a f f e r  a l s o  s p o k e  o n  R~form's N e w  c a n a d a  P a r t y ,  a  q u e s t i o n e d  w h i c h  ap~ed t o  r e s -
p a r t y .  D e s p i t e  t h e  h y p e r - c r i t i c a l  r e p u t a t i o n  t h e  A c t .  T h i s  A c t  o u t l i n e s  t h e '  p a r t y ' s  p r o p o s a l  t o  o n a t e  w i t h  m a n y  R e f o r m e r s  i n  t h e  a u d i e n c e .  
p a r t y  h e l d  i n  O n t a r i o ,  h e  d e c i d e d  t h a t  i t  w a s  t h e  h e l p  s o l v e  u n i t y  i s s u e s .  T h e  b a s i c  t e n a n t  o f  t h e ·  ·~ '  '  J a f f e r  e n c o u r a g e d  m e m b e r s  .t o  r e a d  o v e r  
o n e  w h i c h  w o r k e d  f o r  f u n d a m e n t a l  c h a n g e s  t o  A c t  i s  e q u a l i t y  f o r  < i l l _ .  w h e r e  a l l  pr~~}~· ar~ ., · .  a l l  d o c u m e n t s  a n d  m a r i a d a t e s  t o  e n s u r e  t h a t  
t h e  s y s t e m .  .  .  •  . .  · '  .~?nsidered e q u a l .  .  .  , ,  • .  ,  .  . J  J.~ ;  ; . , . .  : ;  : .  : . i  f a v o u r a b l e  polici~ w e r e  maintaine~. I f  a  mem~ 
J a f f e r  a p p r e c i a t e d  R e f o r m ' s  d e m o c r a t i c , ' .  T h i s  e q u a l i t y  i s  f u r t h e r  o u t l i n e d  i n  a  l l i p l e  h e r  f e l t  t h a t  R e f o r m  w a s  l o s i n g  a n y  o f  i t s  i d e a l s  
p o p u l i s m  w h e r e  M P s  w e r e  a  d i r e c t  represe~- '  E  S e n a t e  w h e r e  a l l  p r o v i n c e s  w o u l d  h a v e  e q u a l  i n  t h e  b a r g a i n ,  t h e n  h e  e n c o u r a g e d  a  negativ~ 
t a t i v e  f o r  t h e i r  r i d i n g s ,  r a t h e r  t h a n  b e i n g  f o r t e d  r e p r e S e n t a t i o n  w i t h i n  t h e  s e n a t e .  A  c o m m e n t  v o t e ,  d e s p i t e  b e i n g  a  f a n  o f  t h e  U A  m o v e m e n t .  
t o  t o w  t h e  p a r t y  l i n e .  A f t e r  o w n i n g  h i s  o w n  P, l ! t  f o r t h  b y  K e v i n  R a m z i  N a s i r  q u e s t i o n e d  t h e  J a f f e r  b e l i e v e s  t h a t  t h e  U A  w i l l  a l l o w  
b u s i n e s s  f o r  a  f e w  y e a r s ,  J a f f e r  a l s o  a p p r e c i a t - f a i r n e s s  o f  a p p r o x i m a t e l y  1 9 " / o  o f  t h e  p o p u l a - R e f o r m  t o  r e - m a t k e t  s o m e  o f  t h e i r  i d e a s .  
e d  R e f o r m s  f i s c a l  p l a n  a n d  t a x  p o l i c i e s .  t i o n  b e i n g  . a b l e  t o  d i c t a t e  t h e  l a w  o f  t h e  l a n d  f o r  M a n y  o f  R e f o r m ' s  P Q l i c i e s  a r e  n u m b e r  o n e  
" P o l i t i c s ,  t h a t ' s  a  d i r t y  g a m e , "  ~d j a { f u ; . ; '  ~ r e s t  o f  t h e  c o u n t r y .  ~, .  .  • •  ,  W i t h  C a n a d i a n s  i f  t h e y  o n l y  h e a t  t h e  p o l i c i e s ,  
f a t h e r  a f t e r  h e a r i n g  o f  h i s  s o n ' s  4~e t o  r u n  . . ; ( j . J a . f k r ' s  r : t J S P O n s e  ~-~if a l l  p r o v i n c e - S  O n c e  ~tis a s s o c i a t e &  w i t h  t h e  R e f o n n  p a r t y  { ) f  
J a f f e r  d e a r l y  b e l i e v e s  i n  t h e  R e f ( ) f m  p a r t y .  
b u t  a l s o  s e e s  t h e  U n i t e d  A l t e r n a t i v e  a s  a  s o l u -
t i o n  t o  t h e  r e g i o n a l  d i v i s i o n  t h a t  i s  e v i d e n t  i n  
t h e  H o u s e  o f  C o m m o n s .  H i s  b e l i e f  i s  t h a t  i n s t i -
t u t i o n a l  c h a n g e  i s  r e q u i r e d  t o  s o l v e  m a n y  o f  
C a n a d a ' s  p r o b l e m s .  
- - -
Excellence is affordable
D.W. MacDougall
Negotiations concerning the
Collective Agreement settlement
between the Wilfrid Laurier
University Faculty Association
(WLUFA) and Wilfrid Laurier
University have recently come to a
successful completion for the two
sides involved.
The Collective Agreement settle-
ment is consistent with similar settle-
ments at York and Windsor.
The new Collective Agreement
will last from July 1,1999to June 30,
2002.
The main issue at hand from the
WLUFA position was of a salary
increase for the faculty to bring them
up to the 1997-98 Ontario average of
$78,591.
Faculty and librarians salaries at
Laurier were ranked 13th out of the
16 other Ontario universities during
1997-98.
This traaslated into the faculty
and librarians being paid on average
$5,000 less for the same academic
respoasibilities as their colleagues at
other Ontario universities.
The University negotiated the
Collective Agreement under the four
principles of affordability, fairness,
excellence and accountability.
An agreement on parity was
reached on August 27th with an 11%
average increase in the salaries of
the faculty and librarians over the
next three years.
Mid-ranked faculty members
based on age and years of experi-
ence were also compensated for
additional financial disadvantages
through a Special Parity Adjustment
to elevate their salaries to the
Ontario average.
The money to fund the salary
increase is expected to come from a
budgeted 2% inflation adjustment
and from excess tuition funds
brought in by a higher than expect-
ed student enrollment this year.
It is anticipated that tuition
increases and higher student enroll-
ment may need to be maintained in
An 11%
increase in
salary over
next three
years for
faculty.
the future in order to deal with the
salary budget increase.
The salary increase brings
Laurier up to par with other region-
al universities such as the University
of Waterloo, the University of
Guelph, the University of Western
Ontario and McMaster University.
Doug Lorimer, the WLUFA Chief
Negotiator commented that, "an
important step forward has been
taken in viewing the University in
reflection to its neighbours."
Due to growth in retirement for
faculty and increases in student
enrollment, it is important for
Laurier to remain competitive with
otherregional universities in order to
attract and keep the best possible
faculty members to maintain a high
standard of excellence.
IfLaurier were not to be compet-
itive these other regional universities
would hire away the top faculty
members and would receive the top
students leaving Laurier to lag
behind in the academic field.
Robert Byron Executive Director
of Finance and Administration cited
that, "this is a critical stage for
Laurier in terras of it attaining the
goal ofbeing the best small universi-
ty in Canada."
The WLUFA and the University
concnr that the Collective Agreement
process was a positive and satisfying
experience in which constructive
progress was made in reaching an
amicable agreement.
Doug Lorimer also stated
thaf'this Collective Agreement
process had the best communication
in the past four agreement settle-
ments."
Even though the negotiations
began in a black out the Collective
Agreement reached between the
WLUFA and the University has
achieved a happy financial compro-
mise, which ensures for the future
that a standard of excellence for
intellectual capital will be main-
tained at Laurier for an affordable
price.
Interview with a young Reform MP
Kristina Spence
Advocating the benefits of stronger
provincial and federal governments,
a representative Senate and the
need for financial reallocation.
Reform party MP Rahim Jaffer dis-
cussed his hopes for the future of
Canada, both in relation to the
Reform party and the development
of the nation as a whole.
MP for Edmonton-Strathcona,
Rahim Jaffer, considers democracy
an important aspect of Ills political
beliefs and found his ideals, especial-
ly that of municiple representation,
congruent with those of the Reform
party.
iA lot of the basics were there and
MPs are elected to represent the
views of their constituency,! said
Jaffer.
Departing from the university envi-
ronment only a few years ago and
then operating a franchise of a
Grabba- Jabba coffee shop, Jaffer
feels that he has been able to remain
iii touch with student and university
issues. Included in Jaffer's con-
stituency is the University of Alberta,
an institution
which relies heav-
ily on government
funding for its
research and
depends on
Jailers presence
in Ottawa to fight for money alloca-
tion. Jaffer is proud of the
University's partnerships with the
private sector which has helped to
maintain research quality and devel-
op strategic alliances. The Reform
party would like to prioritize the
issue of transfers to education so that
funds could be reallocated back into
basic research within academic
environments.
Reform You 111 organizations have
sprung up at many Ontario universi-
ties wherein Jaffer sees the groups
"Reform offers a sense of
innovation."
as being well-organized and sup-
portive of the partyis efforts. Jailer
cites the lack of hierarchy often
found in the established national
parties and being responsive to its
membership as being two of the
qualities which make the Reform
party appeal to young political
activists.
"Reform offers a sense of innovation.
We've got some of the youngest
members [in Parliament] around the
ages of 25 to 30. Only the Bloc has
young members as well," said Jaffer.
Reform MPs Jason Kenney of
Calgary-South and Rob Anders of
Calgary West are also under the age
of 30.
In preparation for the new millenni-
um, the Reform party developed the
New Canada Act, what Jaffer deems:
ia proposal for a
new relationship
between the
provincial and fed-
eral governments.i
The growing sense
of alienation in
regions across the country has
sparked the Reform party to rebal-
ance federal and provincial powers
as outlined in sections 91 and 92 of
the Consitution. With Ottawa calling
all the shots, municipal regions are
expected to implement programs
which certainly work well in some
areas but do not suit the needs of
others. Jailer calls the Act "a
strengthening of both sides" which
might even help Quebec make better
use of the federal system. While the
current government believes that
better management can steer
Canada into the twenty-first century,
the Reform party sees Canada as in
the process ofevolution and needs to
change with the situations it faces,
not turn away from them.
Even the Bloc Quebecois expressed
interest in the New Canada Act,
which prompted a great deal of
interest in the possibility of the
United Alternative including some of
the Bloc members. When Jaffer and
a Bloc member put together a Town
Hall meeting in Quebec, over 25 rep-
resentatives from various forms of
media showed up in hopes of seeing
what Jaffer called "a marriage" of
the two parties. Although the media
did not acquire the scoop they had
anticipated, the New Canada Act
received a great deal of exposure
and enjoyed a brief moment in the
political spotlight.
In terms of his future with the
Reform party, Jaffer hopes that the
party can evolve into a broader coali-
tion and remain committed to a con-
tinual growth of the country.
"I'm driven to make positive changes
to the country. I'd love to give some-
thing back and I feel we can do so
much better," said Jaffer.
For now, Jaffer will continue the
push for provincial power and
Senate reform along with his party
members. If the time comes though,
Jaffer will remain dedicated to the
people he represents and the better-
ment of the country over the mem-
bership to a particular political asso-
ciation.
"I've got no loyalities to a political
party; I've got loyalities to ideas."
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BEAT IT.
Laurier wants you to be part of the For more info contact
Spirit Band Float for this year's Tim @
. Homecoming Football Game on 886-7808
Saturday September 25th.
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS AN ASSET...BUT NOT A REQUIREMENT! J 'U(g rt)e Reason jj to Poofe €arlj>! 112
I w Ifj Save Your Seat Today I
ij Planning on flying home for the holidays? Seats are |j
ij already scarce for Christmas and New Year's 2000, so [a
ij contact us now to avoid disappointment later! Take ij
i] advantage of our unbelievable Student Class Airfares™ ij
ij and extras like a free "Change Coupon" for departure i|
ij changes should conflicts with your exam timetable arise * ij
@ Make sure you're home for the holidays. ij
ij Call Travel CUTS now. |j
ij Student Union Building I
| 886-8228 J
13TRAVELCUTS |a ja
S * Subject to availability and seasonal rate adjustment. Gj
g Owned and operated by the Canadian Federation of Students.
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By-election Update
John Carlaw
The WLUSU Board of Directors met
this Monday at 10:00 p.m. wherein
a variety ofearly-year projects were
discussed, including the issue ofFall
hiring. WLUSU President Devin
Grady reported that tills year's "Get
Involved" Program is to "Choose
Your Own burner Adventure." The
Union is seeking to encourage WLU
students to both apply for WLUSU
positions but also to seek out other
opportunities such as House Council
responsibilities, Student
Publications positions and intramu-
ral related activities.
Board Director Jason Quahl ques-
tioned the Board on expanding
opportunities within the Union. He
noted that many students become
frustrated with the Union after fail-
ing to land a volunteer position and
wondered if there could be away to
better handle students who do not
get hired.
Grady replied that while this is a
concern, the volunteers that are
hired must be kept reasonable busy
and that there are other positions
are the school. The number of stu-
dents hiredwill be left up to specific
coordinators and the
minimum/maximum allowances
written in the Hiring Policies.
In order to encourage students to
get involved, Kara Young, VP:
Marketing, reported that the Union
will be conducting residence talks
and handing out applications and
pamphlets in the Hall of Fame.
Applications for WLUSU volunteer
positions will close on Friday,
September 24 at 4:30 p.m.
The election policy to fill two vacant
WLUSU Board of Directors seats
was also finalized. Nominations
may be filed from October 4 to 8. An
all-candidates meeting will be held
on October 12 and the campaigning
period will occur from October 12
until the 19. The actual by-election
itself will take place on the 20 of
October.
John Hilson, Associate VP:UA
reported that the official launch of
the Foot Patrol Drive home pro-
gram will occur Thursday,
September 23, at Wilfs at 9:30 a.m.
The van will be parked in the
Concourse for the morning and will
attend the 'Take Back the Night"
march later that evening.
Maclean's magazine wants to know
"What's Hot, What's Not." Vote for
your favourite professor, your
favourite place to hang out and the
top three developments within the
university this past year by contact-
ing WLUSU President Devin Grady
at grad4sBo@machl.wlu.car by
dropping off a note to his mailbox in
the Students' Union office. This is
your chance to speak up about
Laurier's qualities and faults to a
national audience.
BOG passes financial statements
Kevin Ramzi Nasir
At a special Board of Governors
meeting held 16 September, the
University unanimously passed the
audited financial statements for the
year ended 30 April, 1999.
Although the meeting was origi-
nally scheduled for two-and-a-half
hours, it was over after only halfan
hour.
Dr. Morton Nelson, a Laurier
professor from the School of
Business and Economics (SBE),
posed the only questions. He was
concerned that there were many
items with large variances (when
the budgeted figures were com-
pared to the actuals).
Many of the variances appear to
be caused by the increase in first
year enrolment. Notably, there was
a 109 percent favourable variance
from the Dining Hall and Contracted
Food Services. There was also a 95
percent favourable variance from
the Bookstore and Purple and Gold.
And 43 percent more money than
budgeted for was spent on
Residences, due to rental costs from
housing extra students in Richmond
Square, last year.
As well, part of WLU Press'
favourable variance from increased
book sales might also be attributed
to the increased enrollment.
Chartered Accountants Price-
WaterhouseCoopers conducted the
lull audit, including signing off on
the audit. According to Jeffrey
Kroeker, one of two Undergraduate
student representatives on the
Board of Governors, the account-
ants did not sign off on the audit last
year.
In related news, at yesterday's
meeting of the Senate Finance
Committee it was announced that a
financial services review would be
P & G and
the Book
Store made
more than
expected
conducted by a steering committee.
One of the key goals of the commit-
tee is to make the University's finan-
cial statements more accessible and
meaningful to its users.
At the same meeting, University
President Robert Rosehart noted
that students now pay a larger
share of the operating budget than
any other group, including the gov-
ernment. He joked that we might
start referring to Laurier as a 'pub-
licly assisted' university instead of a
lpublicly funded! one. In fact,
Lauricr students contributed 48%,
fir $37 million, of the Universityis
$77 million total operating revenue.
In comparison, an ever-declining
42% came from government grants,
and 9% came from University sales
and services.
The Board ofGovernors (BOG) Ls
WLU's highest decision-making
body, focussing on macro-level
issues and operations. The BOG
works alongside the much larger
University Senate, which focuses on
academic issues.
I aurier students have two repre-
sentatives on the BOG, elected for
two year terms, with one position
open even year. The current BOG
student representatives are Jeffrey
Kroeker, and Jeff Burrow, both of
which also happen to serve on
Senate. Kroeker also serves as Chair
of the VVLUSU Board and Burrow
serves as VVLUSU VP: Finance. They
are always out and about and are
available to address any ofyour con-
cerns relating to Board of Governors
issues.
While our student representa-
tives are elected to work for us,
however, nothing can replace strong
student turnout to University gov-
ernment meetings. Says Senator
William Chung "I encourage stu-
dents to attend meetings to learn
about the issues and influence the
decision -makers."
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BH HHIHi Eye exams available from independent
optometrist next to Optical Illusions
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255 King Street, N. (at University), WATERLOO
888-0411
7 a great paying job, a workplace that
appreciates and respects me because of the
uniqueness of my education, and a future thai
brings a smile to my face..."
Scott O'Neil, TMIP Graduate '99
NOW IT'S TIME TO
MANAGE YOUR FUTURE
TEXTILE MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
The Textiles Human Resources Council is looking for industrial, chemical,
mechanical and other engineering science and technology graduates for its one-
year Textile Management Internship Program (TMIP)
The TMIP is a unique and innovative post-graduate program delivered by McMaster
University's School ofBusiness and the / 'acuity oj Engineering Technology at
Mohawk College, in co-operation with North Carolina State University's world
renowned College of Textiles located in Raleigh, North Carolina
The next TMIP is scheduled lo start in September 2000 and offers.
￿ world-class education in textile technology and managerial skills,
￿ four-month paid co-op placement within industry, and
￿ excellent potential for full-time, well-paying career employment.
Today's $10 billion Canadian textile industry is highly dynamic and innovative with
world class technology. To maintain our competitive position, we need well-trained
future managers, supervisors and professionals who are technically competent and
possess skills in communications, negotiation, and performance management. If you
want to be on the cutting edge and are looking for a challenging and rewarding
future, we invite you to join Canada's textile makers and contact us for more
information at:
Textile Management Internship Program
c/o Textiles Human Resources Council
66 Slater Street, Suite 1720, Ottawa, Ontario KIP SHI
E-mail: david.kelly.thrc@sympatico.ca and shirley.mckey.thrc@sympatico.ca
Web site: www3.sympatico.ca/thrc
# 5 J? IHuman ressouroes humaines
jdrjp jXJ 2 Resources de I'industrie
Meet with our representatives at the Career Fair at Bingemans Conference Centre
Wednesday, September 29 — 10:00 am - 3:00 pm
I Deadline Dates for Application to I
IProfessional Programs at Ontario UniversitiesI
Y Medical School (OMSAS) October 15,19991
i
jtt Him -*?
Law School (OLSAS) November 1, 1999
Teacher Education (TEAS) December 1, 1999
Jr Rehabilitation Sciences (ORPAS) January 17, 2000
11 Occupational Therapy Physiotherapy/Physical Therapy
if Audiology Speech-Language Pathology
FOR INFORMATION OR TO REQUEST AN APPLICATION FORM PLEASE
VISIT US AT:
fjr ONTARIO UNIVERSITIES'
_ j tMi
I
/ fSf \ APPLICATION CENTRE 650 Woodlawn Road West IJ / \ P.O. Box 1328
jy ) CENTRE DE DEMANDE D'ADMISSION ?P4
AUX UNIVERSITES DE L'ONTARIO (519)823-1940
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Opinion
Huddled Masses
As I walk through the hallways of this insti-
tution, a thought occurs to me, that the hall-
ways seem to be closing in on me. No,
wait...there seems to be about ten times
more people, here this year then there was
last year!
This is a little bit of an exaggeration but,
unfortunately, not by much. If you are a
returning student, you have already noticed
the hallways seem a bit more full this
September. If you are a new student, you
will have noticed the school seems really
crowded. Simple observation shows the
student population seems to be expanding
by leaps and bounds but there doesn't seem
to be any physical expansion of the school
going on as well.
The main reason I applied to and
agreed to come to Laurier was because of
its size. I was interested not only in coming
to a good university but a smaller one as
well. I had gone to a smaller high school
and appreciated the smaller class sizes and
the smaller student population. I knew by
coming to WLU I was guaranteed a smaller
student body, smaller campus and, overall,
a cozier atmosphere. I discovered that to be
true last year, but upon returning this year
I found crowded hallways, over-populated
food service areas and a Concourse so full it
looks like it's going to rip at the seams.
I understand the university would like to
expand and grow in terms of student popu-
lation. However they must also consider
that at some point they must bttild upon die
infrastructure of the school. They must
take action and expand or build new build-
ings to accommodate all of these new stu-
dents. There should be more classrooms
and lecture halls available for an ever-
expanding student population.
I understand such action will take time,
money and planning but it can be done. I
am sure that the financial element of such
an endeavor can be found somewhere. It
The chief
problem of
over-
crowding
should not
have been an
issue.
may be difficult, but it is possible.
I am not saying Laurier should not
expand its student population. However, it
should have been proactive in planning for
this issue long before it occurred. The pow-
ers that be knew long ago that they were
going to accept more students as the years
progressed. They did not, however, fully
consider the problems that would be faced
in the classrooms and hallways. The chief
problem of overcrowding should not and
would not have been an issue if they had
made plans ahead of time.
If the university would like to change its
classification from a small size university to
a medium size, that is their prerogative.
However, they should have the common
courtesy to make improvements to the
physical landscape as well, to make our
experience as students more comfortable
and manageable. This Ls not a lot to ask.
The university would like to grow; well,
that's wonderful but they have to add phys-
ical tilings as well. Such as more rooms,
hallways and basically more room in gen-
eral. I am not saying they need to put up an
entire new complex by January. They
should, however, be planning something for
the upcoming academic year to add and
expand to an already functional and cozy
campus. This school is great but ifit is going
to grow in the number of people it has, it
should also grow in terms of the number of
people it can have.
Yvonne Farah
StudentLife Editor
The opinions expressed in this editorial are those of the
author, and do not reflect those of The Cord Staff, the edi-
torial board, or WIUSP.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
President
On Wrong
Track
Dear Editor,
It was no surprise to find the 'pro-
tecting all interests' letter of our
WLUSU President in last week's edi-
tion of the Cord. While the
Nuremberg quote may have been
unacceptable, it was in no way inap-
propriate as many identifiable simi-
larities were drawn by Asad Kiyani's
letter to the Jewish Community. The
only thing wrong with the compari-
son to 'O-Week' was that independ-
ent thought (naturally condemned at
WLU) created it.
The historical account our
WLUSU President described is accu-
rate, but trivial and unnecessary.
The single most glorified political
issue of the 20th century has been
read about by the literate, and the
masses have watched Spielberg's
(game/play mountain) Hollywood
account of it. Or has perhaps
Vietnam been more glorified?
1 am a German-Canadian. Ask
me or any Gennan what he or she
thinks about our Motherland's past.
The emotions and difficulties one
would see and hear may be moving,
but are as irrelevant to this letter as
the WLUSU President's comments
were to Asad Kiyani's statement.
To all survivors and descendants
of races, nationalities and religions
who were horrifically annihilated by
the Regime - I mean no disrespect.
What my people did to yours hurts
and confuses me, and these events
willnot be forgotten. To bring up the
past and emotions involved was not
the purpose nor reason for having
written this letter. I sincerely hope
you understand.
The WLUSU President grabbed
the mic but had nothing to spray. 1
realize he is simply filling a position;
it's not his fault, he mast 'uphold
WLU justice'. Not much will ever
change. After all, if we tore this
wicked system down, what would
we build in its place?
This letter is futility at best. We
remain comatose, 1 just thought my
voice should be head instead of the
umbrella-voices for a change.
Thanks for the ears.
Jonathan Hera
Absolutely Nobody
Hiring A
Go-Go!
Dear Editor,
I would like to respond to Mr. Ferris'
column of last week. In particular, I
would like to take Issue of his criti-
cism of the university's recent hiring
policy. Mr. Ferris argues die decision
to aliow only females to apply for a
position is indefensible. In defense of
his rhetorical argument, Mr. Ferris
has neglected to acknowledge the
context in which the policy came
about.
The reason it is not discrimina-
tion to ask for only men to apply is, in
fact, the university does have 'skele-
toas in their closet.' For years the
university did not hire female appli-
cants solely because of dieir gender.
As we learned in last week's Cord,
the same issue in which Mr. Ferris'
column appeared, WLU did not even
admit female students into the uni-
versity until 1929. Sounds prejudicial
to me.
Mr. Ferris has chosen to ignore
that 'an individual's ability to per-
form a job' has historically played lit-
tle significance when choosing
between men and women for a posi-
tion. The university is attempting to
correct this injustice.
The ideal of course is to have
some sort of 50/50 balance between
men and women. Will this ever be
achieved? Not likely. The point is it
does more harm than good to think
these issues have been corrected
and the playing field is even when it
is not.
Tim durkin
They're
After Me!
Dear Editor,
When the odd annoying incident
occurs, from time to time, I try to find
some humour in it and move on.
However, when annoyances follow
quickly in succession, I can only
assume there is some perverse,
campus-wide joke I'm not in on.
First, the Registrar's Office sits on
your grades just long enough to
make you bite your nails, then takes
its sweet time mailing you you]- tran-
script which, incidentally, they
charged you $8 for..
'Iben you try to convince the
Business Office that you did, in fact,
pay your bill on time and Yes, you'd
like it if they'd correct the balance
you received when they credited
your payment to the wrong account.
Following your sparring match
with the Business Office, you find
yourself in the first week of classes in
a fruitless search for your first class,
which has been scheduled to take
place in a room that does not exist.
You discover that despite your
best efforts, a registration problem
arises and your department sends
you to the Dean's Office. The Dean's
Office sends you to the Registrar's
Office, and the Registrar sends you
back to your department to form a
vicious bureaucratic circle.
AO I ask is this. If there is in fact a
campus-wide ploy to mess with stu-
dents' emotional health, let me in on
it, and I'll join in the fun.
Let me offer my bit of wisdom to
first-year students. As far as univer-
sity bureaucracy is concerned, para-
noia is smart thinking when every-
one is out to get you.
Sincerely,
John M. Connelly
A Distinct
Lack OF
Questions
Dear Editor,
I am dismayed at the University
Senate s unanimous decision yester-
day to eliminate the "Graduation
With Distinction" category for
Graduate students at Laurier. Ln put-
ting his motion forward, Dean of
Graduate Studies and Research Dr.
Barry McPherson made four points
of questionable validity. The subse-
quent lack of queries by Senate
members is of great concern.
McPherson first offered that he had
received numerous complaints by
faculty members and students about
the honourific. Unfortunately, this,
on its own, is not a logical argument.
McPherson then provided seemingly
legitimate reasons for the com-
plaints.
He felt that due to the rigorous
nature of Laurier's programs, all
graduates have earned distinction.
This argument rests on the premise
of equality. Yet, the University still
confers two awards to two top grad-
uates. In doing so, they recognise
tliat while all graduates have passed
a minimum standard, some have
well exceeded it and deserve praise.
The quality of Laurier's minimum
standard Is not at issue - the amount
by which some students have
exceeded it is.
McPherson's third rationale was
that other Canadian Universities no
longer conduct this practice. This
point was dismissed by another
Senator, who pointed out that it is
nonsensical to do something simply
because others do. Further, being
unique in this way in the Canadian
University landscape may well be an
asset.
McPherson's best point lay in the
lack of standardisation in the
issuance of the "Graduation With
Distinction" category between facul-
ties and years. However, his valid
complaint of poor administration of
the tribute Is ground for reform - not
abolition.
The lack of stakeholders (stu-
dents) present potentially explains
this motions easy passage. That
same meeting, the Senate appointed
its Graduate student representative.
He appeared to be absent.
I admit 1 am uninformed on this
topic's background, but of about 70
Senators in attendance only two
commented on this motion. From
previous meetings I am sadly left
with the impression that such Is an
above average count. The lack of dis-
cussion on motions by our Senators,
who have a responsibility to question
and debate, worries me. What does
this imply about decision-making at
Laurier?
Kevin Hamzi Nasir
Undergraduate student at large
Lend Me Your Ear
In Praise of
Poetry
W.A. Ferris
The intellect ofman isforced to choose
Perfection of the life, or of the work,
And ifit take the secvndhe must refuse
A heavenly mansion, raging in the dark.
- W.B. Yeats
As we approach the end of this
millenium, we
are constantly
reminded of the
rushed pace of
society, finding
ourselves caught
up in the hectic
race for personal
gain and other
such trivialties.
However, we
need to step back
from it all, and
the best way of
doing so is
through poetry.
1 agree with William Faulkner,
who said that man is unique
because "he has a soul, a spirit
capable of compassion and sacrifice
and endurance." The task of the
poet is to remind all of us of our
souls, to remind us of those things
that are truly valuable amidst the
refuse of modernity.
A poet speaks of "the old univer-
sal truths - love and honour and pity
and pride and compassion and sac-
rifice." These are the essential ele-
ments of our humanity. Ignoring
Poetry is the
best way to
understand
who we are.
them, as we too often do, is to live a
life "not of the heart but of the
glands."
Poetry also provides those great
'answers' to our lives. Often, a poet
is able to get at the crux of an issue
in a way no one else can, by speak-
ing directly to our innermost selves.
Poetry is not just an interesting
read, but the best way to under-
stand who we are. It deals openly
and honestly with the dreams that
drive us forward, the hope that sus-
tains us, and the fears that too often
hold as back. After all, there is more
"truth" to be found in a single line
from a poem by
the likes of T. S.
Eliot, W. B. Yeats,
and Christina
Rossetti than
there is to be
found in all the
textbooks in the
world.
If you haven't
read a poem in a
while, my hum-
ble suggestion is
to pick up an
anthology of
poetry, and begin
to read. I can't, however, recom-
mend a particular poem. The act of
reading a poem is so dependent on
the thoughts, dreams, and fears of
the reader that the experience will
be different for everyone.
What I see in a particular poem
may appear to be something else
entirely to another reader. For
myself, my love ofpoetry began with
T. S. Eliot's "The Love Song of J.
Alfred Prufrock."
As for yourself, you must find
your own way to "rage in the dark."
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WORLD WATCH
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A huge quake rocked Taiwan
early Tuesday morning, killing
upwards of 475 people, and
leaving another 3800 injured
or trapped. The quake was the
worst to hit the island in 64
years and measurements of the
magnitude have been estimat-
ed at between 7.3 and 8.1,
according to various sources.
The whole of the island was
affected by the quake, with the
most serious damage having
been reported in the town of
Puli. Power was lost to more
than six million households
around the island, in addition
to disruptions in the supply of
water to a number of affected
areas. The U.S. Geological
Survey fears the quake may
trigger a tsunamis; a huge tidal
wave which could land on any
one of a number of islands in
the region.
M, fltfttfaxsso©
The first wave of the peace-
keeping force, comprised of
2,000 British and Australian
soldiers, arrived in East Timor
Monday to find only the shat-
tered and charred remains of
the town of Dili. The peace-
keepers' arrival was met with-
out resistence, and opened the
door to aid from humanitarian
groups who are desperately
trying to provide for the esti-
mated 200,000 refugees who,
after fleeing the militia-rav-
aged zones of East Timor, have
not eaten in as many as two
weeks. About 100 Canadian
troops will arrive promptly to
provide humanitarian support
for the sick and injured, among
other roles.
NATO and the Kosovo
Liberation Army (KLA) signed
an agreement yesterday to
demilitarize the former rebel
group. The agreement sets out
the method for transformation
of the army into a 5,000-mem-
ber Kosovo Protection Corps,
under the former KLA chief-of-
command. The agreement
comes just after an impasse
threatened the state of rela-
tions between the KLA and
NATO. KLA negotiators had
refused to sign the agreement
forcing the KFOR commander
to extend the deadline for an
agreement by 48 hours.
International
University in Mexico
Tania Karam
Special to Cord International
In choosing where I was to go to
study abroad, ! had to take into con-
sideration a number of diverse, yet
attractive, alternatives. After evalu-
ating my options, I found Wilfrid
Laurier was, in fact, one of the best
universities in all of Canada, parti-
oluarly when it comes to the depart-
ments of economics and business.
My experience thus far in Canada
has brought to my attention a num-
ber of differences between our two
systems.
Firstly, in
Mexico we have
both private and
public alternatives
for university,
whereas here,
universities are all
private and gov-
ernment-subsi-
dized. The latter
of our two alter-
natives, the public
route is very effec-
tive and low-cost.
A number of
areas of special-
ization exist for
students who
choose to attend
public universi-
ties. From Law to Zoology, students
may select their academic focus
from a full range of options.
As per the cost, it was until only
recently that the national university,
UNAM, was entirely free to its stu-
dents. However, the university has
only just decided to charge students
a percentage oftheir tuition; this is in
an effort to curb the costs involved in
giving a no-cost education to the
nearly half-a-mlllion students
depending on the university for an
education.
The decision has been met by an
overwhelmingly negative response
from students, as they believe it is the
...a lot has
been made
of providing
a university
education to
a bigger
sector of the
population.
governments responsibility to pro-
vide a free education to those who
need it.
The government has countered
by stating that students may still
access a no-cost education by sign-
ing a declaration of financial status.
In response, students from
UNAM have elected to go on strike to
defend theirright to a free education,
sparking a national debate on the
issue, and putting more than
400,000 students out of class, not to
mention the thousands of professors
that are out of work.
With the multitude of students it
educates, the
large number of
individuals it
employs, and its
extensive and
essential research
capabilities, the
pressure has been
put on the powers
that be in Mexico
to resolve the. situ-
ation expediently.
As far as the pri-
vate universities
go, the story is
completely differ-
ent.
These universi-
ties are very
expensive, and
offer an unparralleled degree of effi-
cacy when compared to other uni-
versities within the country.
The university I attend in Mexico
is considered one of the most presti-
gious universities in all of Latin
America for its heavily-sought pro-
fessors and its top-notch facilities.
The problem with the private
standard of university education,
however, is getting an education is
preposterously expensive and,
therefore, unavailable to the majori-
ty of Mexican people. This is the
point upon which the students who
are striking at UNAM have based
their claim: without a public (free)
system of education, the majority of
Mexicans will never be able to avail
themselves to the crucial benefits
found in higher education.
The truth is however, that in the
past few years a lot has been made
of providing a university education to
a bigger sector of the population.
Indeed, this has become a high pri-
ority for the government in recent
years, not only access to education,
but also the quality of such.
My country has definitely entered
a critical stage of development as
more and more people are finding
themselves trying to improve all
facets of Mexico's social, political and
economic life. I would have to con-
sider myself as being among thai
group.
I love my country, and the fact I
have to travel so far, apart from peo-
ple 1 love, or that I may feel lonely
sometimes, will not deter me from
attempting to discover a better way
to do things which might be applica-
ble to our system. If I can do some-
thing to improve the situation in my
country by learning from your coun-
try, then this exchange process will
all be worth it!
Study a lot, learn a lot, read a lot
and do it because you love to do it,
not because you have to do it, or
because you feel pressured to get an
education. Enjoy it and after that
give something to the people who did
not have the same opportunities or
the privilege of studying like we have
This is what I consider the most
important aspect of education,
regardless of what country we're
discussing.
So get prepared, there is a world
waiting for you that contains a lot
you can do, and a lot that needs to
be done!
Our Greatest Revolutionaries
Chris Pearce
Born in Morelos in 1879, to a mesti-
zo peasant,
Emil i a no
Zapata was
early to commit
himself to the
struggles of the
disappropriated
and oppressed.
hi fact, it w as
at the tender
age of 18 when
he lirst involved
himself in politi-
cal protest,
defending the
land owned by
the peasants of
Morelos.
He was soon
after thrown
into the army as a punitive measure
where he served impressively for six
months, before being discharged.
In 1909, he was made President
of the Defense Committee of the
Lands for his village by his neigh-
bours.
In this role,
Zapata's attempted
negotiations with
local landowners
failed, urging
Zapata and his
peasant army to
take control of the
land that had been
approriated by the
haciendas and
redistribute it
among themselves.
When armed
groups sent by the
land owners
arrived they found
the peasants work-
ing the land with
rifles over their shoulders.
The main thrust ofZapata's polit-
ical struggle was to enforce the
notion that the people had rights to
the land, and therefore to the very
existence ofpeasant communities.
It is upon this
very premise the
curent band of
Zapatistas, led by
the masked Sub
Commander
Marcos, have
taken up the
struggle on
behalf of the eco-
nomic a 1 1 y
oppressed peo-
ples of Chiapas,
the southern-
most state in
Mexico rich in
natural beauty
and resources.
Zapata sur-
mised the rigid
dedication ofhis character in a state-
ment he made early in his campaign:
"I am prepared to fight against any-
thing and anyone with nothing more
than the confidence and support of
my people."
After his alliance
with Francisco
Madero proved
unsuccessful in
moving the own-
ership of land
back to the peas-
ants, Zapata and
his rebel army
continued to fight
against several
governments,
including Madero
himself.
The original
Zapatistas stayed
true to their Plan
under their nobel
leader, breaking
up large estates,
distributing land, founding agrarian
banks and opening primary schools
for adults and children.
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T h e  U l t i m a t e  M e x i c a n  V a c a t i o n  
J u u u s  J O N E S  
A s  t h e  c o l d  " '  i n d s  o f  w i n t e r  
b e g i n  t o  m a k e  t h e i r  p r e s e n c e  
f e l t .  s t u d e n t s ,  b e h v e e n  s i p s  o f  
h o t  c h o c o l a t e  a n d  t h e i r  b l a n -
k e t s ,  b e g i n  t o  p l a n  o u t  
C h r i s t m a s  a n d  s p r i n g  b r e a k  
e s c a p e s  t o  t r o p i c a l  h a v e n s .  
S t u d P n t s  h a v e  l o n g  s i n c e  h e l d  
i n  c o n j e c t u r e  t h P  t o p i c  o f  t h e  
b e s t  g e t a w a y  l o c a t i o n .  O f t  a r e  
w e  t o  d i s c u s s  th1~ f u n d a m e n t a l  
c o m p l e x i t y  i n h e r e n t  i n  select~ng 
a  d e s t i n a t i o n  o f f e r i n g  b o t h  a l l u r -
i n g  b e a c h e s  a n d  p o t e n t i a l l y  i n e -
b r i a t i n g  a l l - i n c l u s i v e  b e n e f i t s .  
W e l l ,  o n e  c o u n t r y  t h a t  o f f e r s  
a l l  o f  t h e  a b o v e ,  a l o n g  w i t h  a  
h e a v y  d o s e  o f  c u l t u r e ,  i s  M e x i c o .  
N o  m a t t e r  w h e r e  o n e  t u r n s ,  
( o u t s i d e  o f  t h e  e n c l o s e d  r e s o r t  
d e a l  d e s i g n e d  f o r  i g n o r a m u s e s )  
t h e y  a r e  b o u n d  t o  e n c o u n t e r  
~ 
0  
~ l f D  
~ 
~ : r l i j W A i f & f E  
s o m e  e x p e r i e n c e  a u t h e t i c a l l y  
M e x i c a n .  B e  i t  a  b r e a t h t a k i n g  
c h m b  u p  s o m e  o f  t h e  w o r l d ' s  
o l d e s t  a n d  b i g g e s t  p y r a m i d s .  o r  
c a t c h i n g  t h e  c u r r e n t s  o f  b l u e  
w a t P r  r u n n i n g  t h r o u g h  t h P  j u n -
g l e s  i n  t h P  s o u t h  o f  M e x i c o .  e a c h  
e x p e r i P n c c  i n  M e x i c o  i s  u n i q u e -
l y  m e m o r a b l e .  
W h e t h e r  o n p  w a n t s  t o  l i e  f l a t  
o n  t h e i r  f a c e  o n  a  b e a c h  f o r  t w o  
w e r k s ,  o r  p r e f e r s  t o  r o m p  
t h r o u g h  M a y a n  r u i n s ,  M e x i c o  
h a s  e v e r y t h i n g  t h e  n o v i c e  t r a v -
e l l e r  c o u l d  h o p e  f o r  . . . . .  M e x i c o  
e v e n  h a s  p r e p o s t e r o u s l y  l o w  
p r i c e s  f o r  b e e r  a n d  m a r i j u a n a  
a c r o s s  t h e  c o u n t r y  . . . .  . i f  y o u ' r e  
i n t o  t h a t  s o r t  o f  t h i n g .  
S u b s t a n c e - c o n t r o l l e r s  a r e n ' t  
t h e  o n l y  w h o  s t a n d  t o  s a v e  d o w n  
i n  M e x i c o ,  a s  p r i c e s  f o r  f o o d ,  
l o d g i n g ,  a n d  s e x  a r e  a l l  r e l a t i v e -
l y  l o w .  I n  a d d i t i o n ,  1 6  h o u r s  o f  
S e e  y o u  a t  t h e  b e a c h .  
A l l  I n c l u s i v e  
$ ]  0 4 9 . 0 0  p e r  p e n o n  
_ _ _ _ _  .  _ _ _  plus_~ 
C a b a n a s  D e l  S o l  
V a r a d e r o ,  C u b  
F e b .  2 1 - 2 8 ,  2 0 0 0  
U n i o n  Building~ 8 8 6 - 8 2 2 8  
I  '  .  ,  
O o n o c l . . : ! l l ! l l l l l l l l l l f  . .  ~............ •  
s u n  a n d  w a r m t h  a  d a y  c o m e  a t  
n o  e x t r a  c h a r g e .  
H a v i n g  t r a v e l l e d  t h r o u g h  
M e x i c o  a  b i t  m y s e l f ,  I  w o u l d  r e c -
o m m e n d  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  c o u r s e  o f  
t r a v e l  o v e r  a  t \ . v o  w e e k  p e r i o d .  
A  c o u p l e  o f  d a y s  i n  I x t a p a -
Z i h u a t a n e j o  ( p r o n o u n c e d  Z e e -
w o t - a n  - e y - h o ) .  r e p r e s e n t s  a  
g o o d  s t a r t .  H e r e  o n e  f i n d s  r e a -
s o n a b a l e  p r i c e s .  t r a n q u i l  b e a c h -
r s .  m a n - m a d e  r e e f s  t h a t  a r e  
n o w  p e r f e c t  f o r  s n o r k e l i n g ,  a n d  
s o m e  o f  t h e  m o s t  t a s t i l y  p r e -
p a r e d  s e a f o o d  i n  t h e  w o r l d .  
A f t e r  t h n ' e  d a y s  a n d  t \ - \ - o  
n i g h t s  i n  I x t a p a - Z i h u a t  a  t h r e e  
· h o u r  b u s  r i d e  w i l l  h a v e  y o u  i n  
A c a p u l c o .  t h e  n o w  s i c k e n i n g l y -
a m e r i c a n i z e d  t o u r i s t  s p o t .  
W i d e l y  k n o w n  f o r  i t s  n i g h t l i f e ,  
t h a t ' s  a l l  y o u ' l l  n e e d  o r  w a n t  
h e r e ,  a s  p r i c e s  i n  A c a p u l c o  a r e  
a s  s t e e p  a s  t h e  s t e p s  t o  t h e  A z t e c  
t e m p l e s .  Y o u  d e f i n i t e l y  n e e d  t o  
c h e c k  o u t  a  c l u b  w i t h  y o u r  n i g h t  
h e r e  t h o u g h ,  2 5  b u c k s  l e t s  y o u  
d r i n k  a l l  y o u  w a n t .  w h i l e  5  
b u c k s  w i l l  h a v e  y o u r  w a i t e r  a t  
y o u r  b e c k  a n d  c a l l  a l l  n i g h t .  
A f t e r  r e c o v e r i n g  f r o m  y o u r  
h a n g o v e r ,  g e t  o n  a  b u s  ( t h r o w  
u p  f i r s t .  I f  y o u  w a i t  t i l  y o u r  o n  
t h e  b u s  t h e  t r i p  w i l l  b e  a  w h o l e  
l o t  l e s s  p l e a s a n t  f o r  e v e r y o n e  
a b o a r d )  a n d  h e a d  d o w n  t o  
P u e r t o  E s c o n d i d o ,  O a x a c a  ( p r o -
n o u n c e d  W a - h a - k a ) .  H e r e  y o u ' l l  
w a n t  t o  r e l a x  f o r  a  c o u p l e  o f  
d a y s  . . .  j u s t  m a k e  s u r e  y o u  d o n ' t  
d o  a n y  r e l a x i n g  i n  t h e  o c e a n .  
P u e r t o  E s c o n d i d o  i s  c o n s i d -
e r e d  a s  b e i n g  a m o n g  t h e  t o p  t e n  
s u r f  s p o t s  i n  t h e  w o r l d  a n d  t h e  
t i d e  p u l l s  l i k e  P e e - w e e  H e r m a n  
a t  a  N i n a  H a r t l e y  f i l m  f e s t i v a l ,  s o  
b e  c a r e f u l .  A f t e r  y o u r  f a i l e d  
a t t e m p t  a t  s u r f i n g  ( t h e s e  g u y s  
a r e  i n  s h a p e  f o r  a  r e a s o n ) ,  m o v e  
o n  t o  b o o g i e  b o a r d i n g  f o r  a b o u t  
t e n  m i n u t e s  b e f o r e  t a k i n g  y o u r  
a c t  b a c k  t o  t h e  b e a c h  f o r  s o m e  
s h a d e  a n d  c e r v e z a .  F r o m  h e r e  
y o u  c a n  b e t t e r  o b s e r v e  t h e  p r o -
f e s s i o n a l s  h a n g i n g  t e n ,  o r ,  i f  y o u  
p r e f e r ,  y o u  c a n  c h e c k  o u t  . t h e i r  
w e l l - t a n n e d ,  b u t  b o r e d - s t i f f ,  
g i r l f r i e n d s .  W h a t e v e r  y o u  l i k e ,  
y o u r  o n  v a c a t i o n  a f t e r  a l l .  
I n  P u e r t o  E s c o  y o u  s h o u l d  
t a k e  a t  l e a s t  t h r e e  p e a c e f u l  
n i g h t s  t o  r e f l e c t  o n  t h e  h u s t l e  
a n d  b u s t l e  o f  N o r t h  A m e r i c a n  
l i f e .  M o r e o v e r ,  i t  w i l l  t a k e  y o u  a t  
l e a s t  t h a t  l o n g  t o  s m o k e  a l l  t h e  
l o c a l  p r o d u c t  y o u ' l l  g e t  f o r  1 5  
d o l l a r s  . . .  e v e n  i f  y o u ' r e  C h r i s  
T h c k e r .  
A f t e r  t e s t i n g  t h e  e n d u r a n c e  
o f  y o u r  l u n g s ,  h o p  a  b u s  f o r  
C h i a p a s .  N o  n e e d  t o  w o r r y ,  
y o u ' l l  k n o w  y o u ' v e  a r r i v e d  w h e n  
y o u ' v e  s e e n  t h e  g u y s  w i t h  t h e  
l a s e r - s i g h t s  a n d  g r e n a d e  
l a u n c h e r s  a t t a c h e d  t o  t h e i r  M -
1 6 ' s .  
I n  C h i a p a s ,  t h e r e ' s  t w o  s p o t s  
n o t  t o  b e  m i s s e d .  F i r s t ,  S p e n d  a  
d a y  a t  P a l e n q u e ,  t h e s e  M a y a n  
r u i n s  d e m o s t r a t e  t h e  a r c h i t e c -
t u r a l  s u p e r i o r i t y  o f  t h i s  e m p i r e  
o v e r  o t h e r s  i n  M e x i c o ;  a n d  s e c -
o n d ,  p e n  i n  a  d a y  a t  A g u a  A z u l .  
T h e r e  a r e  n o  w o r d s  t o  e x p r e s s  
t h e  e x q u i s i t e  n a t u r a l  b e a u t y  
t h a t  a b o u n d s  i n  t h i s  p l a c e .  
A f t e r  b u y i n g  s o m e  o f  t h e  
f u n k y  t h r e a d s  a v a i l a b l e  f o r  s a l e  
i n  C h i a p a s  y o u  s h o u l d  m a k e  
y o u r  w a y  u p  t o  e l  D i s t r i t o  
F e d e r a l ,  m o r e  c o m m o n l y  k n o w n  
a s  M e x i c o  C i t y .  T h e  n u m e r o u s  
m u s e u m s ,  g a l l e r i e s ,  a n d  A z t e c  
r u i n s  s h o u l d  e a s i l y  f i l l  u p  t h e  
f i v e  d a y s  y o u  h a v e  r e m a i n i n g  i n  
M e x i c o .  O h  y e a h ,  m a k e  s u r e  y o u  
t r y  s o m e  c r e m a  d e  m e z c a l  
b e f o r e  y o u  g o !  H o r a l e !  
~ 
C J \ R E l t  ~ 
*  G e t  a c q u a i n t e d  w i t h  o v e r  
2  0  0  N o r t h  A m e r i c a n  
employers~ 
*  F r e e  A d m i s s i o n  w i t h  
S t u d e n t / A l u m n i  I D  f r o m  
s p o n s o r i n g  i n s t i t u t i o n s  
* L e a r n  a b o u t  c a r e e r  
opportuni~ 
*  F r e e  T r a n s p o r t a t i o n  
f r o m  A t h l e t i c  C o m p l e x  
F
l  A J D  . .  ::::,j:e~=h 
~ P ,  b y  n e t w o r k i n g  
.~ · 
B i n g e m a n s  C o n f e r e n c e  C e n t r e  
W e d n e s d a y ,  S e p t e m b e r  2 9 ,  1 9 9 9  
1 0 : 0 0  a m  ·  3 : 3 0  p m  
~ 
V i s i t  C a r e e r  S e r v i c e s  j o r  _ f u r t h e r  i n f o r m a t i o n  o r  w a  
o n  t o  o u r  W e 6  S i t e :  w w w . w f u . c a / - w w w c s _ c o  f o r  
a n  u y a a t e a  C i s t  o f  e m y { o y e r s  a t t e n d i n a  t f i e  ' F a i r .  
~ · ~··~···6···~···· 
A World of Opportunities for Youth
Chris Pearce
As the world becomes increas-
ingly globalized so too have the
opportunities existing for stu-
dents vis-a-vis the growing
number of youth and student
organizations gaining preva-
lence. Both at home and abroad,
more and more students are
being offered the opportunity to
expose themselves to foreign
peoples, cultures and lan-
guages, in an effort to promote
global-mindedness among
young Canadians. From cutting
cauliflower with Mexicans in
Manitoba, to pedagogical
endeavours in Cuba, the oppor-
tunities available to Canadian
youth and students are intrigu-
ing, challenging and geographi-
cally comprehensive. •
One organization designed to
offer exactly these types of
opportunities is Canada World
Youth, a national, non-profit,
Non-Governmental
Organization established in
1971 to help encourage youth to
become "active global citizens."
The organization has made
opportunities available in Asia,
Africa, Latin America, Europe
and the Carribean, and present
youth with the opportunity to
work in a variety of capacities,
including social services and
agricultural development.
Participants spend the first-
half of the six or seven months
the program lasts working and
living in Canada, with the latter
three to four months spent
working in the foreign country
of choice. Canada World Youth
pays all costs associated with
the program, though partici-
pants are expected to pay a
$250 participation fee, in addi-
tion to fundraising $1,500 each.
...to help
encourage
youth to
become
"active
global
citizens."
Canada World Youth suggests
participai ts, in the process of
the program, will enhance their
own employability, academic
skills and personal management
abilities, while experiencing
personal growth and broaden-
ing their worldview. Up until
now more than 24000 students
have participated in the pro-
gram in 60 countries around the
world, lending a high degree of
credibility to the organization.
Between this and the numer-
ous other youth and student
organizations, not to mention
the international study
exchange option, Canadian stu-
dents have been blessed with a
host of new opportunities to
explore, first-hand, our cultural-
ly-diverse and naturally-rich
world.
In addition, youth are given
the opportunity to learn lan-
guages and cultural-sensitivity,
invaluable characteristics in the
modern job market.
For more information on
Canada World Youth or to apply
for newly available opportuni-
ties, call their Ontario office at
(416)596-9702, or e-mail
Canada World Youth's Ontario
office at ont@cwy-jcm.org.
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BLaurier Lecture Seriesinvites you to"My Experience with!Ch'd Poorest
Wednesday Sept 29> 1999, 7 p.m.; Maureen
Forrester Recital Hall;
(University Ave, and Hazel St.; Lot #20)
What's your a) It's fast
favourite thing b) It's simple
about buying c) It's safe
software at ch It's cheap
e-academy.com? e) I can do it narct^
Need more rrfb? Visit ourwebsite or go to
Wifred Laurier University's
PC Servicenter
e-academy.com
Simple, affordable software shopping online
wvvw.eocademy.aTrl
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Frosh 15: Fact or fiction
Yvonne Farah
You've been here less than a month
but you have had pizza and beer for
dinner every night for a week.
In the past few days you have had
more Second Cup cappuccinos and
Tim Horton's double chocolate
donuts for breakfast than you care to
remember, yet you can't understand
why those new pants you bought are
a little tighter than they were last
month.
There Is in North American pop
culture a term lovingly known as the
'Frosh 15'. You may have heard of it
and you may be
suffering from it.
It occurs when
unsuspecting first
year students
come from the
world of regular meal times and
healthy food to the world of conven-
ience and fast foods.
Some make the traasition easily
and without incident, but for others
this year will prove to be a little hard
to manage in terms of eating proper-
ly- This article is a basic guide on how
to eat a bit better this year.
Welcome to university and all of
the culinary temptations that come
with it. That nifty piece of technology
called a meal plan is your ticket to
hamburgers, fries and donuts, any-
time of the day.
At school there is no parent to
advise you on what to eat and when
to eat it. You are on your own, in a
magical world of where the yummy
food never ends. Everywhere you
look, in the dining hall, coffee kiosks
and fast food joints there is all of that
ever-so-appetizing cuisine. Best of
all, it can be accessed with your
Laurier One Card.
There is always an
opportunity to eat healthy.
The fact that there arc no sched-
uled meal times may take time to get
used to. Although there Is no lunch
time and you may have class any-
time between 8:30a.m. and
10:00p.m. there is always opportuni-
ty to eat a healthy meal.
You probably have just enough
time between classes to grab some-
thing and go. Who has time to sit and
think about what Ls good for you and
what is not, anyway? You're hungry
so you eat the first available thing
most of the time. The first available
choice is usually fast food which has
been deep-fried or is full of sugar. It
is alright to have that sort of food
once in a while but when you have it
day after day, it starts to add up.
Even though all of the food serv-
ice areas in the school are filled with
not so healthy foods, there are some-
things available that are actually
good for you. It is possible to eat
properly while away at school.
The Canadian Ministry of Health
and Welfare publishes a guide that
recommends healthy choices offood.
This document is a good resource on
what and how much you should eat.
Canada's Food Guide to Healthy
Eating states that a balanced diet
should include the four basic food
groups, grain products, fruits and
vegetables, milk products and
meats. Now how much you should
eat from each food group and what
types of food are good is something
that needs to be looked at closer.
Factors such body size, age and
gender all need to be considered in
maintaining a healthy diet.The Food
Guide also states that the serving
sizes they recommend (see table
below) should be applied in accor-
dance with those above factors. For
example, a 19-year-old woman
weighing 1171bs. probably will not
need more than 5 to 6 servings of
vegetables a day, but a 22-year-old
man, weighing 265 lbs. may need
those 11 to 12 servings of fruits and
veggies everyday.
You can get your
own copy from
Health Services
here on campus.
You now have all
of these fun lacts, but how can you
apply them to your everyday life?
Let's take an average day and
run through it. It is 9:30a.m. and you
are going to be late for your
10:00a.m. class so you don't have
time to go and eat something right?
Wrong. Stop somewhere and
grab a bagel, a piece of fruit and
some milk and that is a good start to
your day. It is time for lunch and the
selection for the day includes greasy
pizza or a chicken pita. Take the pita,
but remember by adding tons of
cheese and that creamy sauce that
will make it not much better than the
first choice.
Try to make sure you have every
There is no
reason the
cliche
'Frosh 15'
should apply
to you.
food group covered and be careful
that your vegetables are not deep-
fried or covered in cream sauce. A
salad is always a great thing to have
at any meal because it is good tasting
and good for you.
Another small thing most people
do not even consider is condiments.
Those cream-based sauces may
taste good but they are very high in
fat and do not offer any real nutri-
tional value.
Keep in mind a few basic things
when trying to eat healthy. For every
not so wholesome option there is a
nutritious one. Make compromises
with your self.
If you really want to have those
fried chicken fingers then have salad
with them instead of french fries. If
you would like soup, try not having
the cream based one. It is alright to
indulge once in a while by having
chocolate cake or that donut but do
so in moderation.
There is no need to count calories
or to become obsessed, just be
aware of what you are eating.
Being active is another important
thing you should do if you want to
live a healthy life. How you can do
that at WLU will be examined in an
up-coming article. Remember there
is no reason the cliche Frosh 15
should apply to you.
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Nature of Armen's reality
Information session shows remarkable interest
Armen Ashekian
Throughout the ages, many students
at our school have attempted to
become the "Laurier Superstar".
Very few have achieved such status,
although it Is attainable, as VIP has
proven time and again.
Finally, a vehicle has arrived at
laurier that will allow this presti-
gious title to be
bestowed upon
more than just a
few pretty boys
from the back-
streets of
Kitchener.
An independ-
ent film. The
Nature of Reality,
is being shot at
laurier, with the
bulk of the work
being done by stu-
dents. This past
week the creative forces behind the
project made great strides in getting
the student body involved.
On Thursday, September 16 an
information session was held, invit-
ing all interested parties to learn
more about this mammoth project.
As the 5:30p.m. start time
approached, the designated class-
room began overflowing, forcing
potential cast and crew members to
quickly "relocate to a lecture hall.
While the new accommodations did
allow for more breathing space, peo-
ple were still seen to be sitting in the
aisles.
It was great to
see so many
enthusiastic
people out
supporting
the arts.
"We were really overwhelmed by
the response. We were hoping to get
enough people out to barely help us
along, but it was great to see so
many enthusiastic people out sup-
porting the arts," offered an
awestruck production manager,
Chris Baker.
The majority of the people had
heard about the aggressively cam-
paigned project
through word-of-
mouth, which had
apparently trav-
eled as far as
Waterloo
Collegiate Institute
and Guelph.
People had made
the pilgrimage for
the chance to see
their name on the
screen as the
credits roll.
At the session,
the project creators, writer/director
James Muir, producer Anthony Del
Col, and production manager Chris
Baker, stated their intentions for the
project as well as the demands that
could be placed upon those involved.
Few were deterred by the rigor-
ous schedule.
After the meeting, auditions were
booked, and promptly began the
next day to ensure that all roles were
filled for shooting to begin as soon as
this week.
The actors came out in full force
over the next three days, with differ-
ent reasons prompting their arrivals.
Some desire to be the next
Laurier Superstar, and potentially,
the focus of the next single by Love
Inc. "I've always been interested in
acting, it's just something I've always
done," was film hopeful Sally
Prosser's reasoning, while 2nd year
Honours English student Steve
Orticello claims he wants in because
"I've always wanted to win a
Grammy."
It may not be as glamorous, but
the members of the crew are just as
important as the cast. Many came
out to offer their services in camera,
sound, lighting, transportation, pub-
licity, location, extras coordination,
and props.
It is not too late to help on this
Laurier-wide project. Those interest-
ed in crew work or a role as an extra
can call producer Anthony Del Col at
884-0710 extension 3559. Also,
make sure to check out the web site
at www.natureofreality.com.
It is a gorgeous chunk of HTML
that will keep you up to date on all
happenings dealing with the movie.
This Is your chance, whether on
screen or behind the scenes, to
become the next limner superstar.
Remember, as Pras once said, and I
may be paraphrasing here, "Laurier
superstar, that is what you are, on a
movie screen, just like VIP."
Armen Ashekian plays one of the
lead roles in the upcoming produc-
tion ofthefilm, hisfeature film debut.
Filming begins in just under Wo
weeks.
LUKE
MARTYN
Remembering
Kieran Kelly
Christine Melo
I've known Kieran since Mgh school.
During that time, he and I were in the
production of Joan of Arc. Through
our many rehearsals and perform-
ances, I was given the chance to get
to know (lie amazing person he was.
Kieran was energetic, always
making as laugh, and a bit eccentric
at times. He had his own unique style
and did everything passionately.
He just had that way of making
you feel good about yourself. I feel
privileged for being given the oppor-
tunity to know someone as wonder-
ful as Kieran. We have truly lost
COURTESY
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Make memories at Homecoming
Jeyas Balaskanthan
September signifies not only the
beginning of a new school year, but it
also triggers the memories of
Laurier's 45,(XX) alumni.
Tliis weekend many of these
memories will be relived as alumni
return to campus and partake in the
festivities. The Laurier student, on
the other hand, will have the oppor-
tunity to be involved in the activities
leading up to Homecoming on
Saturday.
These events include a
Homecoming Primer at Wilfs on
Wednesday night; including football
trivia, a body-tattooing contest and
football bowling.
A Dance-off (or the Homecoming
King and Queen will occur at The
Turret on Thursday night.
On Saturday morning, the annu-
al Homecoming Parade will take
place through the streets of Uptown
Waterloo. This showcase of Laurier
pride and enthusiasm is something
Go Hawks
or
Go Home!
that you will not want to miss
whether you are watching along the
route or cheering from a float.
After the parade, the tailgate
party at the stadium will ensure all of
Laurier is in the right state of mind to
cheer our Golden Hawks football
team to a victory over McMaster.
This party will feature the Budweiser
Interactive Rig and musical enter-
tainment from Fred Hale.
With the purchase of a
Homecoming Package, you will
receive a voucher for a beer and a
hotdog and admission to the tailgate
party, a ticket to the football game
and a "Go Hawks or Go Home" T-
shirt. As well you will receive a ballot
to win the 'best seats in the house' at
the football game.
For more information concerning
Homecoming, contact Jeyas
Balaskanthan, and for the parade
contact Jamie Windle. Both can be
reached at ext. 3335. So come out
and support your school, have some
fun and make some memories of
your own.
FILE
PHOTO
Spirit Band on the scene
Tim Maxwell
The WLU Spirit Band is back in a big way in
1999. The band is made up of some ofthe most
energetic and enthusiastic students Laurier
has to offer, spreading music and merriment to
those around them.
At present, the band is searching for new
members to join for the 1999-2000school year
and hopes there can be a solid core of 12-15
students established that can turn out for sev-
eral types of events.
It is quite shocking a club such as this has
not yet been solidly established as a presence
on campus, however, things will hopefully
change this year.
'Ilie band attends selected sporting events
throughout the year to support the Golden
Hawks.
One can expect to see the band at WLU
home football, hockey and even basketball
games this year.
While supporting the athletic department is
a primary directive of the band, there also
exists other events the group is hoping to be a
part of.
For instance, a special Oktoberfest band is
being put together and hopefully a
Remembrance Day ceremony will also feature
the band. Any other special engagements will
be announced at a further date.
One needn't be a music student to join the
band; in fact, many of its members are not
music students.
An audition is also not required; the only
real requirement is the individuals have their
own instrument and a desire to have fun!
The band Ls actively seeking new members
who love to play in public and love to cheer
Purple and Gold to victory.
With any luck, the band will be able to
establish a campus presence this year and
build on it for the years to come.
The band is currently gearing up for
Homecoming, this up-coming weekend, which
promises to be a smash hit.
There will be an information meeting and
practice for the band on Thursday, September
23 at 6:00 p.m. in the Aird Building. Those
interested in joining the band can contact Tim
Maxwell at 886-7808.
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Adventures of a
Boozehound
Brave Bull
11/2 oz. Tequila
1/2 oz. Coffee liqueur
Stir and serve over ice
Hot Pants
1/4 Pepper Vodka
1 oz. Peach Schnapps Bml
Combine over ice. H
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No Experience Required | —
1 what's happening... •
• enter to win a brand new 1999 fordfocus
• get your picture taken in a focus race car
| • visit the focuslounge
| • great giveaways
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I f be one of the first in north america to see the new fordfocus !
I j •j. 1 1 European Car Of The Year 1999I I 1999
|p % the seven organising publications of the European "Car Of The Year 1999" award are: vi bilagere, am, autocar, I'automobile magazine, autopista, stern, autovisie.^^s
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! check out the new fordfocus at a dealership near you,
fOTCIfOCUS
Parting at $14,895. PLUS SlOOO cash back for grads!
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©Registered Trade Mark of General Motors Corporation, TD Bank licensed user. *TD Bank and GM are licensed users of Marks. *Trade Mark of TD Bank. * * All applicants applying in person for The GM Card at on-campus booths will receive a copy
°112 the Frosh Two CD at no charge. Applicants applying via the Internet will receive a copy of the Frosh Two CD upon approval, at no charge. Limit one copy per applicant. fApplies to full-time students only. ttSubject to The GM Card Program Rules.
Feature
Student Housing
Does A Exist?
by Patricia Lancia
Ask students about their housing experiences
and the responses will be mixed. Some have no
trouble finding a place close to campus, others
spend weeks making phone
calls and looking at rooms
only to get shoddy basement
digs 10 minutes away. Some
students pay reasonable rent,
others put up with absentee
landlords and broken appli-
ances.
The range ofrental expe-
riences is as variable as the
students who are renting.
However, given growing
university enrollments and
declining vacancy rates in
Waterloo one has to wonder if
the area is on the verge of a student housing
crisis.
"We haven't been confronted with the off-
Laurier is
not alone in
its struggle
to house
first-year
students.
campus situation as a crisis," says David
McMurray, assistant vice-president: student
services at Laurier. 'That doesn't mean there
isn't a problem out there."
HOUSING PROBLEM #1:
HIGHER ENROLLMENT
In the last two years,
Laurier has exceeded its
targets for first-year enroll-
ment by several hundred
students. The target for
1999 was 1750; thus year's
frosh class is close to 2300.
To fix the situation of
over-enrollment Laurier
has purchased 50 Univer-
sity Place, put students in%! ' 1
the Richmond Square apartment buildings,
converted single rooms to doubles and double
rooms to triples, built an 85-bed addition on
Willison Hall and purchased Paragon Park
(now known as Laurier Place).
Laurier is not alone in its struggle to house
first-year students.
On September 2, stu-
dents at the University of
Guelph pitched tents on the
campus green to draw
attention to the plight of
student housing.
"Guelph has never had
a good tradition of avail-
ability," says Kyle Patton,
spokesperson for the
Guelph Central Student
Association and one of the
students who camped out
at the university. "Plans are
in the works to develop a new residence on
campus, but it won't be done until 2001."
As a last ditch effort, the University of
"Guelph has
never had
a good
tradition of
availability."
Kyle Patton, U of G
Toronto reserved two entire floors at the
Primrose Hotel to house first-year students
who were guaranteed residence space for
September. According to Matt
Lenner, president of the U ofT
Students Administrative
Council, the 120 students in
the hotel are on "the ultra-
high priority waiting list for
permanent housing."
This summer, University of
Waterloo president David
Johnston sent out letters to
3,000 UW staff, faculty and
retirees asking them to find
rooms in their homes for
incoming students. As
McMurray puts it, housing is%/ i ■ o
"a major concern with our neighbours up the
street."
Many universities across the province,
including Western, Guelph, McMaster, Brock
and U of T, are expanding their residence sys-
tems. However, many are reluctant to commit
to large capital projects until the province
announces what funding will be made avail-
able to deal with the extra students graduating
from high school in four years.
What high enrollment levels mean to senior
students is a perpetual lack of on-campus
housing.
"Our priorities have always been for first-
year students," says Mike Belanger, Laurier's
director of housing. "Unless you have a docu-
mentable medical reason, you won't get back
into residence [in second year]."
HOUSING PROBLEM #2: FEW VACANCIES
Since 1992, the vacancy rate in the
Kitchener-Waterloo area has dropped from 4.4
percent to 1.5 percent. That means for every
1000 places available for rent in 1998 only 15
were vacant, making it difficult for students to
shop around. The vacancy rate for Waterloo in
particular is an even lower 0.8 percent, second
only to Toronto.
Margot Stevenson, a market analyst with
the Canadian Mortgage and Housing
Corporation, attributes K-Ws low vacancy rate
to a booming economy and the fact there is no
significant new supply of places.
As a result ofthe low vacancy rate and high
demand, rents have also increased. Average
rents for apartments with three rooms or more
increased from $743 in 1997 to $771 in 1998,CHRISTINE
CHERRY
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Information to wrap your mind around.
with similar increases in all other sizes of apartments. Overall
rent levels in the area are highest in Waterloo and are expected
to increase by 2.5 percent in 1999.
"It's a seller's market. The owners and landlords are cer-
tainly in a prime position," says McMurray, reluctant to call it a
crisis or not. "It's an incon-
venience [for students]
based on the vacancy situa-
tion in the area." 1 -~ -
As of Tuesday, student
postings Laurier's housing
office listed rents between
$300 and $400. Twenty-fdtir
sublets were available for
the fall and/or winter and 28
roommates were still need-
ed.
The university's off-cam-
pus housing list, which was
current as of September 18,
had only 12 listings within
one kilometer of the univer-
sity, the distance Laurier
considers to be a "reason-
able radius" for students to
live in.
Whether students have
been forced to commute, or
are choosing to save money
by living with their parents
and commuting, is
unknown. The university
does not keep statistics specifically on student transportation
patterns.
HOW STUDENTS ARE HANDUNG HOUSING
How students have reacted to shrinking housing markets
has varied depending on the university.
"It's not even that the vacancy rate was so much lower," says
Lenner of the situation at U of T. "It was just so well advertised
and so well played in the media that students turned to the res-
idence system."
For students at
Laurier, the housing
shortage may be a reality,
but no one seems to be
panicking.
"At WLU we're not
seeing [a problem with
housing] because we
have a tradition of stu-
dents going out in January, February, March to find a place,"
says Cameron Ballantyne, vice-president: university affairs with
Laurier's Students' Union. "We haven't seen anyone coming up
here to complain, but I think it will be a little more difficult next
year."
Belanger points out that if students "get a mind set and
"I think it will be a little
more difficult next year."
Cameron Ballantyne, VP: UA, WLUSU
panic" they may "end up taking something they might not have
taken in a competitive market." Looking early and shopping
around is recommended.
Regardless of the city or the university, staying informed is
paramount. If anything the low vacancy rate and competitive
market "brings to the surface
an awareness that there is a
problem," says Belanger.
"Maybe [students] are a bit
better educated because of the
awareness of the shortage."
Education includes
understanding tenant rights.
Among the changes made to
the Tenant Protection Act in
June 1998, vacancy de-control
allows landlords to increase
rent as much as they want
once a rental unit becomes
vacant. This could leave the
door open to dramatic rent
increases in the coming years
as apartments and houses
change hands.
Students should also be
aware of what they can
legally expect from land-
lords. Mainten-ance only
has to be up to municipal
property standards and ten-
ants cannot withhold rent if
maintenance is bad.
To become more informed on the Tenant Protection Act, stu-
dents can visit the Ontario Rental Housing Tribunal website at
www.orht.gov.on.ca or call 1-888-332-3234.
SOLUTIONS IN SIGHT?
So is there a student housing crisis? Apparently not - for
now.
The University of Waterloo is already converting its married-
student apartments and has plans to build a new residence.
Laurier has been looking at a number of options, including a
residence on Bricker
Street and a combination
residence/parking
garage. Funding, feasibil-
ity and space are still in
question.
Regardless, in a few
years universities will
begin feeling the effects of
the shortened high school curriculum and off-campus housing
will become even more competitive.
"We keep our finger on the pulse of what's happening off-
campus," says Belanger. "There's a lot of housing in Kitchener-
Waterloo; there's a lot of student housing. Is it what you want?
Not necessarily."
CHRISTINE
CHERRY
10 signs you're living in a "student" house
1. More than one appliance has been
broken for several months and the
likelihood of having it replaced is
slim to none.
2. The last time you heard from your
landlord he/she was giving tours of
your room to prospective renters.
Here's the catch: you didn't know
you were moving out.
3. You have $50 worth of empties in
the garage.
4. Your fridge has nothing in it but
half a leftover pizza and a carton of
milk (past the expiry date).
5. Walls are adorned with movie
posters and beer labels.
6. There are 12 pairs of mis-
matched shoes by the front door -
four of the pairs belong to people
who live there.
7. All of the dishes and cups are: a)
piled in or about the sink; b) being
used to manufacture enough peni-
cillin for the free world; c) broken.
8. The television is on - no one is
watching it, but it's on.
9. There's no need to knock. Anyone
can, and is welcome to, walk right
in.
10. The last time the house was
cleaned was, um ... when was that?
VocalCord
Q: Do you think there is a student
housing crisis in Waterloo?
"No. Laurier
guarantees residence
to first years.
Everyone I
know that wanted
residence got it."
Sydney Wong
Ist year Economics
(lives in residence)
"Yes. Prices are way
too high and there
isn't enough housing
available."
Josh Zawada
Accounting Diploma
(commutes from London)
"If we're shoving
students back into
temporary rooms, I'd
say there's a bit of a
problem. It sucks,
but I wouldn't
consider it a crisis."
Chino Ng
2nd year Poli. Sci.
(lives off campus)
"I don't think so. We
didn't have any trouble
finding a place. The
trouble is if you're
looking late."
Kelly Webb (left)
Kristy Sundwall
2nd year Geography
(live off campus)
"Yes because they're
expanding on-campus
residences and we're in
competition with the
University of Waterloo
for off-campus spaces."
Terri Ramsawack
2nd year Philosophy
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Sports
Hawks hammer Queen's
Matthew Cade
The Golden Hawk men's lacrosse
team got their season off to a suc-
cessful start this weekend winning
two games against the Carleton
Ravens and the Queen's Golden
Gaels, respectively.
Each of the
games was won in
convincing fash-
ion.
The Hawks
e.isily defeated the
Ravens 15-8 and
then crushed a
higher ranked
Queen's squad the
following day, 19-
G.
"That first
game was never
really too tight ,"
captain Wes
Horlings said. "It
was a good open-
ing game for us.
Traditionally
they've been a
weaker squad.
and we expected to win. We had a
solid outing."
Offense from the Hawks was
spread out fairly evenly in both
games. Some extra punch, however,
came from Collin Doyle with 2 goals
and 2 assists, and Rob Kirkby find
Paul Richter each scored 2 goals and
1 assist.
Despite their first victory on
Saturday night, the big win over the
weekend came Sunday morning
against Queen's. Last year, the
Golden Gaels defeated the Hawks in
the Division 2 semi-finals and, subse-
quently, ended their season. The two
squads have a small history with
each other.
"It's a bit ofa rival," said Horlings.
"They don't like us, and we don't like
them. That's why it felt really good.
"It was a good team game," con-
tinued the captain. "Everyone
played well together. It was definite-
ly a boost for us. It reinforced what
we think we can do together."
Queen's has had a rough begin-
ning to their season. On Saturday
they were beaten by Brock 19-4.
The good news for Laurier Is the
Badgers are defending national
champs and the Hawks feel like they
can now compete with the best
teams in the league.
Offense against the Gaels again
came often and from several difi'er-
ent sticks. This game saw particu-
larly outstanding performances from
Josh Black (5 goals, 1 assist), as well
as both Chris Oke and Paul Richter
(3 goals a piece). Said Horlings:
"they just lit it up."
Offensive highlights against the
Gaels included the third quarter
when the Hawks scored six goals
and also potted an extremely quick
four in less than three-and-a-half
minutes.
In the fourth quarter, third- year
player Paul Morland scored the first
goal of his university career. This
moment prompted the biggest
response all morning from the
Laurier lacrosse faithful and also,
reportedly, made Morland "as giddy
as a school girl."
The statistically unnoticed but
absolutely indispensable defensive
unit was even more fantastic than
the "0" for the Hawks' two-game
homestand. Goaltender Karl Lippe
was especially important.
"Lippe was solid both games,"
said Horlings. "He did a great job
under the lights (Saturday night) and
was just on fire on Sunday."
Aiding Lippe in the defensive end
were Phil Weatherup, Keith Fulford
and Brett Pakosta, all of whom
played key roles in driving the
Hawks to victory against the visiting
competition. The trio rarely gave
their opponents a good look at the
net and, more often than not when a
shot was made, sticks and body
parts got in the way deflecting and
redirecting the ball
before it even
made it to the net.
The WLU men's
lacrosse team
practiced for less
than a week
before their first
match on Saturday
and the results
were spectacular.
They are another
one of these "club"
teams and not var-
sity.
Therefore, they
3 are not, financial-
\ ly speaking, rec-
-5 ognized by the
i school. Each
J
i player pays
112 about $100 at the
beginning of the season which goes
toward league fees, referees and
some equipment.
The players appreciate the sup-
port they get and would love to see
the seats filled at Seagram Stadium
on Oct. 22 for their next home game.
The boys are going to win some
games and they're exciting to watch.
See for yourself; they'll make you
giddy.
ANDREW
CONNOLLY
Rough debutfor women'srugby
Ruth Stadelmayer
On Sunday September 19th, Laurier's
women's rugby team was getting ready to play
their second game of the season against
Toronto. The adrenaline was pumping, the
excitement was rushing and the thrill of win-
ning was evident in every player. With one pre-
vious game under their belts and many more
fitness drills during practice time, the members
of Laurier's first ever women's varsity rugby
team were ready to play hard.
The first half started with a kick from
Toronto, which resulted in a great catch and
crash into the Blues (Toronto) by Kathy
Rabideau, one of the team's veteran flankers.
The play continued and Ixiurier was deter-
mined to keep Toronto from the end line.
However, with a good set of plays by Toronto,
the Blues scored the first try and set the score
at 5-0.
Laurier took the kick from hall' and fol-
lowed up the ball hard. Toronto had no chance
ofkeeping the ball as the U ol'T forwards pro-
duced some amazing tackles immediately fol-
lowing the kick.
Possession was kept by WLU until an off-
side penalty was called against them. Soon
alter, Toronto fumbled the ball and Laurier
took advantage of it and regained possession.
During the game the forwards saw a lot of
the action because of the tough defence by
Toronto. It was apparent they were having dif-
ficulties passing the ball along to the backs.
Just as Laurier would finish the first phase of a
maul or ruck, the ball would often get buried
by a blue shirt.
This, however, didnot result in lack ofmoti-
vation, but rather intensity in the physical and
mental states ofthe Hawk players. The fans on
the sideline could feel the tempo of the game
increasing. The tackles were harder and faster,
the defence w;is more secure and the backs
were able to make some advancement up field.
Things were looking good for Laurier.
The 1 lawks started olf the play again with a
line out and won possession. The ball was
quickly put out of play by a Toronto tackle. As
Toronto took the throw-in they were called on
a penalty for the re-addition of players into the
line, which resulted in a Laurier scrum.
No field coverage was made as the ball
once again made it's way toward the sideline.
Off of this line out, the hooker, Crystal Wright,
made a spectacular tackle. Laurier was put
into fast motion with a strong run and then one
pass, which ended the play. As a result, the
purple and gold were positioned past half and
much closer to Toronto's end.
During the next minutes of play, Toronto
was called for a knock on and shortly alter,
Kate Jackson, their veteran scrumhalfchipped
the ball in perfect position past Toronto. In the
next play Laurier stole the ball from Toronto's
scrum and continued fast up field.
Once again, Toronto's defence was too
tough to break. With the five minutes in the
first hall' remaining, Toronto managed to
squeeze in another try and the following con-
version.
Dawn TrusseO and Heather Selling, the
Laurier women's coaches, stated the game was
still "a completely winnable game." The play-
ers rushed back onto the field with new-found
energy.
Toronto started the half' with a kick right
into the middle of the forwards. Laurier
demonstrated great ball handling, but it was
still a constant battle for the ball near centre.
Both teams began to tire, which was when a
number of injuries took place on both teams.
Despite the heat and fatigue Jackie Ritchie, a
Laurier centre, f'ocussed on her target and
delivered a high-powered defensive tackle as
Toronto inched closer to Laurier's end.
Ritchie's tackle, unfortunately, did not stop the
whole team and Toronto was able to enter the
end zone, giving them their third try.
For the next 30 minutes, Laurier attempted
to keep their defence strong, but with too many
injured players and most of the team playing
out of position they were unable to keep
Toronto from gaining three more tries. The
score by the end of the game was 32-0 for
Toronto.
Cynthia Uivigne, a team member, conclud-
ed after the game,"the team vviis able to stick
together and finish off the game strong even
though injuries and people were playing the
wrong positions." The game was also a big
improvement from the last two games, Lavigne
stated.
It seems the team is only going to improve
from here. Attendance at games is always a
positive way to support women's athletics at
Laurier, learn more about the game of rugby
and also have a fun and relaxing afternoon.
Their next game will be played at Waterloo
Collegiate Institute this Saturday at 4:oopm
against Guelph. There is still plenty of time to
catch the football game so be sure to get out
there! GO HAWKS GO!
KATHERINE
HARDING
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SCORES
Football
Laurier 22, York 20
Record: 2-0
Men's Lacrosse
Laurier 15, Carleton 8
Laurier 19, Queen's 6
Record: 2-0
Women's Rugby
Laurier 0, McMaster 54
Laurier 0, Toronto 32
Record: 0-2
Men's Rugby
Laurier 14, York 22
Laurier 24, RMC 25
Record: 0-2
Women's Soccer
Laurier 0, Brock 2
Laurier 0, Waterloo 1
Record: 0-3-1
Men's Soccer
Laurier 3, Brock 0
Laurier 3, Waterloo 0
Record: 3-0-1
Baseball
Laurier 6, Waterloo 9
Laurier 1, Waterloo 3
Laurier 6, George Brown 8
Laurier 3, Western 6
Laurier 4, Western 13
Record: 0-9
This
Week In
Sports
Women's Volleyball
Wed. Sept. 22 @ York
Fri. Sept. 24 @ Sheridan
College
Men's Volleyball
Thurs. Sept. 23 @ York, 8 pm
Baseball
Thurs. Sept. 23 @ Western, 6
pm
Sat. Sept. 25 @ McMaster, 1 pm
Golf
Fri. Sept. 24 @ Western
Invitational
Mon. Sept. 27 @ Guelph
Invitational
Soccer
Sat. Sept. 25 @ McMaster
Women @ 1 pm, Men @ 3 pm
Tennis
Sat. Sept. 25 @ York
vs. Queen's and York
Football
Sat. Sept. 25 vs. McMaster, 2
pm
Rugby
Sat, Sept. 25
Men vs. York, 1 pm
Women vs. Guelph, 4 pm
Men's Lacrosse
Sat. Sept. 25 @ York, 1 pm
' ■ 'V.:' ■ ': :Y' ■ - ' ■ ' '
Women's Lacrosse
Sun. Sept. 26 @ Brock, 9 am
Mixed Results for Soccer
Jordan Furness
The men's soccer team contin-
ued to show signs they are ready to
repeat their division title of a year
ago as they added two more victories
to the win column. On Friday, the
I lawks took on Brock and quickly set
the pace of the game, including an
early goal by Tim Lobar.
About 10 minutes later, [aurier's
dominance resulted in a scramble in
front of the Badger net before Dan
Glibota banged home the goal and
Laurier took a commanding 2-0
lead.
The half ended with the score
2-0, but not before the Brock goal-
tender made two solid saves. At the
Laurier end, Mark Ignor was not
tested much and possibly, as a
result, took some chances when the
ball came near that made things a
little more interesting.
The second halfsaw Laurier con-
tinue to lead the pace of play. Lebar
scored his second of the game,
adding an insurance goal the Hawks
wouldn't need as they finished with a
3-0 whitewash.
"We played excellent in all
aspects on Friday," said an enthused
head coach Barry Maclean.
On Sunday, in front of a Waterloo
dominated crowd, the Hawks took
on a Warrior team that had beaten
them in the past. After an uneventful
start to the game, Jimmy Ro stole the
ball from a Warrior defender and
made no mistake as he put the ball
in the net. Leßar added another goal
near the end of the half to send
Laurier up 2-0 as they went into the
break.
Laurier started the second half a
little relaxed, possibly allowing goalie
lgnor a chance for some work.
Before long, however, the offense
heated up and Leßar scored his sec-
ond goal of the game and fifth in four
games to extend the lead to 3-0. The
Hawks had no trouble holding onto
the lead and ignor and the team had
their fourth consecutive shutout.
When asked about the fantastic
start by Lebar, Laurier's athlete of
the week, coach Maclean replied,
'Tim has really impressed me since
the start of training camp. He is an
aggressive player who is creating a
lot of chances and capitalizing on
them."
The Hawks are at McMaster this
Saturday but will be home October
Ist to play the Western Mustangs.
Although the Marauders have gotten
off to a slow start, Maclean still feels
they are a very strong team. Western
is playing well and currently holds
the number one ranking in Canada.
Women's Soccer
The women's team continued to
struggle over the weekend as they
dropped another two matches and
continued to be shutout in the regu-
lar season.
On Friday evening before anoth-
er sparse home crowd, the women
hosted the Brock Badgers. Although
this writer showed up a little late.
apparently so did the Hawks, as the
Badgers were up 2-0 less than 10
minutes into the game. The Hawks
settled down, however, and man-
aged a couple of offensive chances
before the half ended.
In the second half, the Hawks
began taking it to the Badgers and
most of the half was spent in the
Brock end. Unfortunately, the pre-
season fears of an inability to score
surfaced again as shots sailed off the
mark or players, much to the dismay
of fans, failed to take shots when
opportunities arose.
The second half closed without
any scoring and the Badgers were
on their way home with a 2-0 victo-
ry-
"l was very disappointed with the
way we played against Brock," com-
mented head coach Barn' Maclean,
adding, "the women played with
very little character or desire."
The loss was crucial as the
1lawks have yet to face division pow-
erhouses McMaster and Western
and on Sunday took on a tough
Waterloo squad.
Once again, the Hawks were
caught standing at the beginning of
the game as the Warriors netted an
early goal to take the lead. Aside
from the early deficit, though, the
Hawks ran with Waterloo for the
entire game. The lone Warrior goal
stood up as, once again, the Hawks
failed to put the ball in the net. In the
second half, Kathy Jackson missed
the net on a free kick and Jaana
Koponen hit the cross bar late in the
game. The 1-0 final extended the
Hawks regular season scoring
drought to 360 minutes.
"In the second half we had a lot of
chances but couldn't finish it off",
said Maclean.
Asked if he was looking to make
some changes for upcoming games
Maclean demurred, "No, 1 don't
believe that we will change much.
We are still missing five starters and
we have had good chances in every
game."
The Hawks head on the road
next Saturday as they begin a three
game stretch against Western and
McMaster. Although the Hawks
already have a ticket into the CIAU
finals in November, none of the play-
ers want it to be a free pass and
these next three games will really
test the team.
The Hawks next home game is
October 1 against Western at
4:oopm.
SALLY
JACQUART
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Hawk Defense Stops York
Matthew Cade
Saturday in Toronto, the Golden
Hawk defense was the difference for
the second week in a row as the foot-
ball squad defeated the York
Yeomen 22-20. The victory gives
them a quick and important 2-0
record for the season and also
earned them a move up in the CIAU
top ten as they step up one spot to
number eight in the rankings.
Until the weekend, the Hawks
had not beaten York away from
home since 1996. They certainly did
not play like an underdog, though.
By halftime, liiurier's defense still
had not allowed a single point on the
season. They carried a 22-6 lead late
into the fourth quarter before giving
up some quick points near the end of
the game.
"Our defense was just outstand-
ing," head coach Hick Zmich com-
mented after the contest. He wasn't
kidding. Jelf Johnson, York's All-
Canadian running back and a player
who amassed nearly 250 yards
while scoring three touchdowns last
weekend, was held by the Hawks to
just 63 yards rushing.
"The last two times we've played
York they've run right over us," said
Zmich. "In '97 they ran for over 180
yards, and last year ('9B) it was for
over 150." Concerning the great
improvements his team has made
this season, coach Z says, "it's some-
tiling we're really pleased with. In
our first two games this season, we
really feel like we've made a strong
statement on defense agaiast the
run."
Safety Donnie Ruiz was particu-
larly impressive on Saturday as he
had six tackles, an interception and a
fumble recovery on his way to earn-
ing player of the game honours.
On the offensive side of the ball,
Ixiurier opened the scoring late in
the Erst half when rookie John
Katsauoni kicked his third field goal
of the season, a 46-yard blast
through the uprights. In the second
half, Katsauoni kicked his fourth in
as many tries on the year, leaving his
perfect performance this season
intact. Zmich and his staffare clear-
ly pleased with one of their newest
additions.
"John is a good athlete with a
very live leg," says coach Z. "He fits
right in and he's shown us why all
those US schools were looking at
him." Katsauoni is also described as
„ feeling no pressure during game
time. "Regardless of distance, he
doesn't change his mechanics when
he's kicking. Whether it's 15 yards or
45 yards, it's all the same. He's real-
ly added a dimension to our game,"
says Zmich
The kicking dimension Zmich
speaks of also includes punter Ed
Becker, who has been equally suc-
cessful and made as impressive a
contribution as any Hawk thus far.
As WLU struggled on offense in the
first half, Becker consistently helped
to fend off the York defense while
averaging 39.6 yards on the day.
Midway through the third quar-
ter, with the score 8-6 in favour of the
Golden Hawks, quarterback Adam
Lane connected with receiver Andre
Talbot for a 45-yard touchdown put-
ting Laurier ahead 15-6. In the
fourth quarter with the score
unchanged and the Hawks deep in
their own end, running back Justin
Praamsma broke free for an 88-yard
gain setting up a subsequent laurier
touchdown, again from Talbot. It
was his third of the season and
Laurier's final score of the day.
Probably the most important play
of the game came in the third quar-
ter when McMaster had three shots
at a score from deep in Laurier terri-
tory. The Hawks held strong on the,
goalline, however, and went on to
further their lead in the fourth quar-
ter.
The game against York was quite
a physical battle and it saw several
casualties from both squads.
Cornerback Kevin Johnson missed
most of the game after receiving a
Charlie horse in the second quarter.
Dewayne Cameron played with an
injured groin and Praamsma played
with severe cramps. Running back
Alex Torrie is doubtful this Saturday
following an injury to his foot and
offensive lineman Ed Palasz was out
on the second play of the game.
York's most notable injury was to
quarterback Billy Barbosa who, near
the end of the game, suffered a con-
cussion.
Playing through all these injuries
made the win for the Hawks that
much more of a boost. Some players
were quickreplacements and, there-
fore, slightly out of position and oth-
ers played despite the pain. It was a
great win for the Hawks and one
that will help them through the rest
of the season.
Homecoming is Saturday,
September 25, and for the second
week in a row Laurier will face an
undefeated team as McMaster
brings their 2-0 record to Seagram
Stadium at 2 pm. According to
coach Zmich, this weekend will pro-
vide the troops with yet another
challenge. "
"We've got our work cut out for
us," says the head coach. "They
have several weapons on offense
including their quarterback (1998
OUA MVP and 1997 CIAU rookie of
the year) Ben Chapdelaine. Also,
fifth-year veteran Chris Dorrington is
a dual threat as he runs the ball and
often comes out of the backfield and
will make a few receptions.'"
Mac also has two wide receivers
who the Hawks will have to watch
closely. Ryan Janzen is an OUA All-
Star and Michael Linton was one of
the league leaders in receptions last
year. Furthermore, the Marauders
are averaging just less than 500
yards per game offense thus far in
1999.
"We have the same game plan,"
said Zmich. "We want to be concen-
trating on better execution rather
than making any significant changes
to the things we've been doing.
Ultimately we just want to continue
to gain confidence in what we're try-
ing to do."
Laurier is now 2-0, their defense
has been outstanding and against
the Yeomen they didn't turn the ball
over. Playing the way they have, if
the Hawks don't fully have confi-
dence in what they're doing so far, I
can't wait to see them play when
they actually find it.
FILE
PHOTO
Women's tennis
opens
Francesca Ricci
The Women's tennis team start-
ed off the season by playing solid
tennis in their opening tournament
|at McMaster Universitybut, unfortu-
nately, came up short.
UofT and McMaster have had a
reputation as being two of the
toughest teams in the league. They
demonstrated their dominance
again this year as they came out
playing strong, attacking tennis. All
of the girls played exceptionally wel,
but, unfortunately, came up with
only one win for the day.
The win came by first-year play-
er Nadia Petryshyn. She defeated
McMaster's second ranked singles
player ina close three setter, 4-6,6-
3, 6-3. She also had a tight match
with UofT, but came up short in a
tie-breaker, 8-7, (7-4). Returning
member Heather McLoed should
also be noted for her play in a gruel-
ing three set loss against McMaster,
6-2, 5-7, 7-6 (7-4).
Head Coach Dennis Huss, in his
13th year at the helm, is optimistic
about this year's team and is looking
forward to more great matches in
the next few weeks.
The team will face Queen's and
York at York University this week.
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Maureen "Mo" Hagan was selected the Top Fitness Director in the World by the International Dance & Exercise Association covering 80 countries worldwide-
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HAIR LOSS?
THINNING HAIR
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONFOR STUDENTS
NEW TREATMENT
The best time to invest in your hair loss problem was
yesterday, the next best time is today.
Versacchi's new THERAPUTIC TREATMENTS ;
achieve results for men and women with minimum to
Versacchi has helped clients worldwide and offerthe jfy.
area's only ELECTOTRICHOGENESIS Treatments, ||jiI# i ■ '1developed by Doctor J. Orpin from the Biomedic
Institute, with an amazing success rate of 96.7%
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a difference. Invest in your appearance today. The
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Hawk golfers come second
Matthew Cade
The Golden Hawk golf team traveled to
Sutton Creek Golf Club in Windsor on
Monday for the Lancer Invitational. Nine
teams participated in the event and the
WLU 'A' team finished in second place, 7
shots behind the Western Mustangs.
Laurier sent 10 golfers to the event who
were split into two separate squads. WLU
'B' finished the tournament in seventh
place.
The top individual performances from the
weekend were:
1. Roberto Ramsar - Western - 76
2. Greg Goodwin - Windsor - 77
3. Andy Holborn - WLU - 78
Team results:
1. Western - 318
2. WLU "A" - 325
3. Windsor - 327
7. WLU "B" -333
WLU individuals who performed well:
Andy Holborn - 78
Steven Fox - 79
Patrick Miller - 79
Jim Zwolack - 80
The golfing Hawks will see their next
action this Friday, September 24, at the
Western Invitational. The tournament is to
be played at Sunningdale Golfand Country
Club in London.
Athlete of the Week
Timothy Lebar
Men's Soccer
A fourth-year striker with the men's soccer team, Lebar
exploded for four goals in two weekend contests. Lebar
began his spectacular weekend with two goals in the
Hawks 3-0 win over Brock on Friday night.
He continued his sensational play with two more goals
in the Hawks 3-0 win against Waterloo on Sunday. The
business diploma student from Montreal, Quebec has now
scored five of seven goals this season, leading
them to an undefeated 3-0-1 record thus far.
Men's rugby loses
heartbreaker
Jordan Furness
The men's rugby team dropped their
first two games ofthe season, includ-
ing a dramatic loss to RMC last
Saturday.
Last Wednesday, the Hawks
opened the season at York and lost
22-14.
On Saturday, however, it
appeared the Hawks would even
their record 1-1 as they took on the
men fromRMC.
Lauder opened the scoring with a
try to go up 5-0. RMC answered back
with a penalty kick and, after confu-
sion on the Laurier goal line, a try to
take a 10-5 lead.
Laurier opened the second half
strongly, taking it to RMC repeatedly.
Their efforts were rewarded with
two trys and as the game entered the
later stages, the Hawks were up 24-
13.
RMC didn't give up, and
answered with a try of their own
closing the gap to 24-18.
A second moment ofconfusion on
the Laurier goal line allowed an RMC
player to Ml on the ball in the end-
zone as time ran, out.
The try gave RMC five points and
the chance to win the game with a
tough corner kick. Thekick was good
and Laurier fell 25-24.
MARTIN
KUEBLER
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Competitive Edge
Sports Supplements
"Lowest Prices in Waterloo, Guaranteed."
Deslaner Protein $29.99
Prcmax Ears (Cox) 5i9.99
Grand Opening Sale Beginning Sept 20th
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Black and White: It's surely no
secret black hip-hop and rap culture
has risen in popularity over the last
20 years or so. What Is perhaps
most fascinating about this rise has
been the growing white fascination
with black culture, and this fascina-
tion creating a whole subculture of
its own. To assume the differences
amongst white and black North
America have been reconciled is a
common and dangerous oversight.
To assume white
culture recent
desire (mostly
among urban
teens) to emulate
black culture is
unproblematic for
both parties
involved is equally
dangerous. This is
the idea behind
James Toback's
(Two Gills and a
Guy) new movie,
Black and White. This is an
extremely important topic, and I
hope more movies are made about
it. Give Toback some credit to be the
first filmmaker to address this issue.
However, if more movies are made
about the recent phenomenon of
white interest in black culture, I hope
they actually deal with the Issue to
some degree.
Always the vanguard, Toback
has created an extremely unique
film. Never have I seen so many
famous faces in one film. Black and
White stars Robert Downey Jr., Wu-
Tang members Raekwon and
Method Man, Brooke Shields, boxer
Mike Tyson, supermodel Claudia
Schiffer and NBA star Allan Houston,
to name a few. A huge amount of the
dialogue was done as improvisation,
and Toback reportedly drovearound
Syracuse picking up teens to watch
the movie and give him editing
advice.
However, all of these unique
qualities serve as weaknesses for the
film. The film really stars no one at
all. What the festival's press release
calls a "serpentine plot" actually
slithers too much, leaving us with
more than a dozen subplots. All of
the stories become interesting, but
only for 10 minutes each. In other
words, the plot has too much of not
enough. Perhaps this is due to
Toback's brave insistence to let the
Always the
vanguard,
Toback has
created an
extrememly
unique film.
common people edit Ms film. If so,
remind me never to hire "the com-
mon people" for editing. The main
theme never fully develops and the
dialogue rambles (non-actors asked
to do something very difficult in
improv) as much as the story does.
What. 1 was hoping to see was an
informal forum about the confusion
of both black and white identities
when people act as ifwhole cultures
can be adopted as easily as it is to
buy a FUBU shirt or blast hip-hop in
a Pathfinder. There was some dia-
loguc about this
problem,and
Tobaok's self-
effacing camera
work does provide
some powerful
images. Neither
are enough,
though. Instead, a
disjointed set of
stories prevents
any characters
from developing a
meaningful voice
with which to address the issue.
The film explores very realistic
symptoms of the problem, but if
you're looking for an exploration of
the existential con-
fusion of culture
copying, you'll
have to look else-
where.
Better Than:
Higher Learning
Not Even Close To
As Good As: Boyz
'N The Hood
The Emperor and
the Assassin: Not
one big star
showed up for this
one and it figures,
since there are (gasp!) subtitles and a
lack of star actors. They missed a
beautiful film. It happens less and
less these days that a certain movie
feels like painting a masterpiece
whose visual and emotional ele-
ments swirl together over the span of
the film and leave us with a deep
feeling difficult to articulate. While
director Chen Kaige's (Farewell My
Concubine) The Emperor and the
Assassin isn't quite a masterpiece, it
almost does feel more like a painting
than most films. Because of this, the
less I try to describe it to those who
have not seen it, the better. Just try
to see it. Starring Gong Li (a distin-
guished actress in China, giving the
best performance I have seen),
Emperor is set in China during the
third century B.C.E. A number of
kingdoms are at war with one anoth-
er, and the power-hungry king Ying
Zheng is growing both in strength
and in ruthlessness. The story has so
many more elements to it, but as I
said before, it's better to talk less of
such things. The film is performed
by great actors, many of whom carry
out numerous close-up speeches
with such emotion that one is
reminded of Kurosawa s Rashomon,
or, dare I say, a theatre performance.
The sets are stunning, and many of
the scenes are on par with
Kurosawa's Japanese war epic Ran
in terms of powerful visuals, but it
lacks the tiring, emotional experi-
ence of a historical film like
Braveheart.
Not As Emotional As: Braveheart
Not As Good All-Around As: Ran
Third Miracle: Before sharing her
ninth film with the audience, director
Agnieszka Holland told the audience
she was so excited to have such a
star acting in Third Miracle so the
audience could witness his great tal-
ent. Then she introduced ... Ed
Harris. Were we all thinking of the
same Ed Harris (The Abyss)? He's
never a horrible actor, but "great tal-
ent?" As it turns out, I was pleasant-
ly surprised with Harris' job. Eor my
first time, I saw him deliver a meas-
ured and convincing role as Frank
Morris,an extremely secular priest
whose job it Is to
investigate mira-
cles for authentic-
ity. Morris is sent
to investigate
some miracles
apparently
caused by one
woman. If the
miracles are
authentic, the
woman stands to
become an
American saint
(which, if anyone
knows history, is
not so easy).
Not to be overlooked in Third
Miracle is the fact the film's main
character is the deceased woman
who is held responsible for the mira-
cles. Dead long before Frank Morris
arrives on the
scene, her lack of
presence serves as
an elegant
palimpsest of the
human spirit.
Traces of her are
everywhere, in
physical and spiri-
tual form as ghetto
pimps and Vatican
tribunals alike
argue her authen-
ticity as a histori-
cal figure. To see
where the exasperated Morris gets
his strength and faith, one needs to
look no further than the videotape
footage of her when she was still
alive. Caring for street children, she
asks them to make a wish and let go
of some balloons. As the balloons
float into the air, the camcorder
zooms in on her face and in her
expression we see the comfort and
saving grace ofreligious faith.
Better Than: '[he Apostle
Not As Good As: Black Robe
Ghost Dog: The Wav of the
The hip-
hop score
completely
alters the
feel of the
whole film.
Samurai: This turned out to be the
best movie I saw at the festival.
Somehow, movies always manage to
find more nobility and wisdom in a
hitman than in any other exception-
al figure. Is it because they represent
the harshest form of punishment for
immoral figures ofauthority , or is it
just because they're spooky and they
can do cool things with guns?
Underrated director Jim Jarmusch's
(Dead Man] film, Ghost Dog: The
Way of the Samurai, stars the equal-
ly underrated Forest Whitaker (Bird,
Good Morning Vietnam) as a sarnu-
rai-learned hitman known only as
Ghost Dog, who has committed his
services as a superior hitman to the
Mafia. Other than killing for money,
Ghost Dog lives a life of tranquility,
reading and training his birds.
However, the Mafia eventually
betrays him and, when they do, he
reacts in accordance with the Way of
the Samurai.
If you love movies, you really
should be acquainted with the work
ofJim Jarmusch. Down by Law and
Dead Man are little-known master-
pieces. Ghost Dog is no different.
Fueled by an arresting musical score
by RZA (a Wu-Tang member), the
film has a lot of pulp to it. (Jarmusch
keeps s tdoing himself with scores,
from Tom Waits to
Neil Young to
RZA.) Discussions
revolve around
good books to
read, rapper nick-
names, cartoons,
and, of course, the
Samurai doctrine.
Whitaker acts so
well, you'd almost
think he was in
the movie by him-
self. The hip-hop
" score is something
new in a film, and it completely
alters the feel of the whole film. The
dialogue is great, and Jarmusch's
usral blend of culture makes for
some terribly unique scenes. If you
know Jarmusch's work, you'll realize
right off the bat you're in a
Jarmusch film. If you aren't familiar
with his films, you'll experience tex-
ture within a film you've never expe-
rienced before.
Better Than: Payback
Not Quite As Good As: The
Professional
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Kingpins hit The Turret 
EMD.Y WAIZAK 
In the beginning, there wa<; a college 
conference in Halifax. whence a 
local Montreal ska band. known a<> 
the Kingpins. played a set. From that 
moment on. thPy were placed on the 
good list, a record of all the universi-
ty approved bands. Or so go1~s the 
storv by Lorraine. thP saxophone 
player and lead female voc-alist. 
\vhen asked how the band ended up 
at Wilfrid Laurier. 
It wasn't that difficult to spot the 
members of th1• Kingpins at \V!lfs 
last Thursday. Amongst the cntir r 
Gap wearing, plaid happy and baggy 
jean WLU kiddies. sPven individual<> 
stood out. garbed in black retro suits. 
waiting at the counter for their order. 
Normally, there would have been 
eight, but the lead vocalist, Paddy, 
was taking some time off to spend 
with his new baby, born July 2. 
Nice people. Things like that 
almost make you overlook the fact 
one of the members was arrested 
earlier this year for stealing an 
ambulance, speeding through a slew 
of red lights and crashing the ambu-
lance. Nice people can get away with 
things like that. 
This nice seven-piece band con-
sists of Lorraine, Bobby (guitar), Josh 
(sax), Eric (drums), Jordan (bass). 
Jesse {trumpet) and JFK {a.k.a. 
David on keyboard and vocals). The 
band has a history of ska, spending 
the past five years together and, at 
the same time, being members of 
other ska bands. such as JFK of JFK 
the the Conspirators from Wmnipeg. 
So it came as a shock when venues 
began to call up the Kingpins to per-
form swing shows. 
Despite their firm roots in tradi-
tional ska. the band picked up on 
some more jiving tunes, but in the 
future plan on remaining a ska band. 
And a ska band they were. It was a 
call to all the rude boys to get up off 
their chairs and pick it up, pick it Uf-, 
pick it up! The music was loud, with part of ska and punk music with spectator's show. 
fun lyrics and crazy dancing on stage many bands such as J.Vhole Lotta For all those who missed seeing 
as well as off the stage. It was just as Milka from Winnipeg and the the Kingpins play at Wilf's last 
much fun to watch ------------------------ Thursday, you can 
the band as to lis- stop kicking your-
ten to them. The Kingpins' in all selves. The Planet 
Still. there is a h k d Smashers, · along 
serious side to it 0 n e s t y ' r 0 c e with the 
all. Along with the Undercovers and 
music, one of the 3 t h e h 0 U S e No Connection, 
members of the will be playing at 
Kingpins, Jordan (on bass) is one of 
the partners in Stomp Records, a 
growing Canadian Record Company 
designed at promoting local artists at 
a national level. Across Canada, 
Stomp is a recognized and legitimate 
Undercovers from Montreal, on the 
label. 
The Kingpins, in all honesty, 
rocked the house. You can always 
count on them to put on a great 
show. The kiddies were up and 
dancing, and for those who chose to 
just sit and watch, downing the dol-
lar beers, well, it was just as much a 
the Trasheteria on the 23 of 
September (exactly one week 
between ska shows, whew! I was 
getting rather apprehensive!) 
The Planet Smashers, despite 
their reputation as a juvenile five 
piece group from Montreal, definite-
ly have the skills to prove they are 
more than just a bunch of drunken 
guys with instruments. Their new 
album, life ofthe Party, is filled with 
a cleaner, more polished sound com-
pared to their last two albums, 
including Attack of the Planet 
Smashers. As a band, the sound is 
more cohesive. But not to worry, 
despite the newfound maturity in 
sound, the Planet Smashers haven't 
grown up. 
The Undercovers and the Planet 
Smashers, two Montreal bands, can 
be expected to put on a great live 
show, filled with crazy beats and 
dancing men in suits. 
All groups can be found on Stomp 
records and this will he one of their 
last stops before joining up with the 
Kingpins and heading on a cross 
Canada tour. 
The Entertainment Section Wants You! 
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If you can think of anything entertaining before you finish read-
ing this sentence than you have the spunk to be a Cord 
Entertainment Writer! 
And trust us, you definitely need spunk!! 
Join us Wednesday nights at 6:00pm in The Cord Office. 
~~~~~/ ~ Student up to 
Discounts % 
This offer valid for all 
regularly scheduled 
services operated by 
Coach Canada 
_ E-:=:.::::.::A• (Montreal Corridor, Niagara 
,·,· Peninsula and Key 
For Fare & Schedule Information Call 
741-2600 
1-SOo-461-7 661 
Southwestern Cities.) 
Operated by 
trentway-wagar Inc. 
You could be 
the next star 
of the 
Entertainment 
Section! 
em 
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Western style but good anyway
Ross Bullen
I'll be honest. The only tiling out of
the 'Western' genre I've ever really
come close to liking wasn't a book.
Every western novel I've ever read
was slow, boring and poorly written.
The only way I could key into the
19th century frontiersman scene
was through the magic, of cinematic
interpretation. I'm not talking about
Clint Eastwood or any of those other
'classic' westerns, or even
Peckinpah's The Wild Bunch (which
is excellent, but more of an action
movie or, under closer examination,
a scathing criticism of America's
Vietnam involvement). I'm far more
intrigued by Kurt Russell and Val
Kilmer's mid-90's adaptation of the
Wyatt Earp legacy, Tombstone.
The weird tiling is, Tombstone
Isn't even a particularly good movie.
Like Kevin Costner's Robin Hood:
Mnce Of Thieves, it's one of those
movies filled with a bunch of ridicu-
lous (yet alarmingly catchy) dialogue
and numerous memorable (if not
actually impressive) performances.
So, that's it. All 1 like about westerns
is a crappy movie starring a guy who
couldn't convincingly play Batman.
It was with much apprehension
that I picked up Cormac McCarthy's
new novel, Citiesofthe Plain. I knew
McCarthy was something of a west-
ern writer, but 1 had been intrigued
by him ever since David Foster
Wallace put his novel Blood
Meridian on his list of the six most
underrated novels since 1960.
It turns out Cities ofthe Plain Isn't
so much a western as an experi-
mental novel (as are most of
McCarthy's novels apparently). It
comprises the third part of
McCarthy's Border Trilogy, although
Cities of the
Plain isn't
so much a
western as
an
experiment
not having read the first two books in
the triumvirate. I can't say as to how
tills new one stacks up or fits in to
McCarthy's grand literary scheme.
All 1 can say Ls Cities of the Plain
should be a treat, for fans of westerns
and other genres alike.
McCarthy can wield his prose like
a truly refined master and his use of
narrative styles is reminiscent of
early Joyce or Nabakov. He paints a
portrait of cold-war era America
evoking in the reader a genuine
sense of pity for the death of the
American frontier, the death of a
way of life and the death of the
American dream. The New Mexican
frontier serves as an elaborate
metaphor for a country with chang-
ing attitudes and priorities. As with
every major change, somebody has
to lose out.
In Cities ofthe Plain, it Ls the new-
frontier cowboys who wind up get-
ting the short end ofthe stick. Out on
Mac McGovern's ranch the army is
about to take over, the money Isn't
coming as easily and life, in general,
just ain't what it used to be. Billy
Parham and Troy spend their nights
sippin' whiskey and rompin' with
prostitutes (McCarthy has an affinity
for the word whore that rivals Norm
McDonald's).
John Grady Cole, the best horse
trainer around, plays it straight. He's
only 19, but his dedication to Mac
and Billy and the ranch make him
seem much older than his years. Life
for Billy and John Grady is more or
less the same daily route over and
over, telling stories, roping cattle, all
that stuff Until, of course, the
inevitable trouble: begins.
John Grady Cole falls in love with
a beautiful, epileptic Mexican prosti-
tute and he becomes determined to
marry her. Billy tries to warn him of
the perilous nature of his desires.
John Grady is far from dissuaded.
The prostitute agrees to marry him
but her pimp, a slimy stock villain
named Eduardo, has his own agen-
da and refuses to let Billy and John
Grady buy her freedom. Chaos
results, and the tragedy that spawns,
creates (he perfect parallel of the
declining frontier and the dying way
of life. McCarthy juxtaposes the two
in a perfect ballet of story and sym-
bolism. The final pages, set in the
year 2002, provide a kind of coda to
the legacy of the frontier and its
timeless champion, John Grady Cole.
Cities ofthe Plain is an engaging,
rewarding novel this reviewer would
recommend to fans ofany genre. It's
well worth the weekend it will take
to read.
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Westmount Place Shopping Centre, Waterloo
'
Ph.lst9) 884-8558
Waterloo has needed a joint like this! So we have built it
at the Westmount Place shopping Centre!
We have 2 floors, 4 satellites,
50 TVs (in the booths and washrooms),
giant screen TVs, Billiard Tables, 2 Bowling Lanes,
NTN, and Amusement Machines.
plus an out-of-this-world menu featuring pasta, 1
chicken, steaks, ribs, wings, fajitas and fresh baked pizza. I
We also have a dance floor! 1
We also have a dance floor, and the best kids menu in I
North America- TFiiltfig haves Kidsl 8
All this under one roof?
v k i , You better believe it! |
OPEN 11:30 TILL l-.OOam I
lThur*.Jri..Sat. til 2aml I
Home 0f... jarrett smith I
mike morreale, mike o'shea,
PAUL MASOTTI, VAL ST.GERMAIN, MIKE M
VANDERJAGT, JOANNE MALLAR,
STEVE STAIOS and DONOVAN BAILEY 1 JO
■ tI . SUCKS
AmSto Burlington. Odkville, Hamilton, Iforrie. Waterloo 1 AUOWED!
_ANPTAXEDt J
Rock.
,
1 ,
Geology 101
L
T J
Synopsis: Boulders and their role in our lives.
Why they matter.
Reference:
Shake, Rattle and Roll: Why Landslides Happen
Much Music presents Bounce 2000
Emily Waizak
The. official Much Music Univefsity
Torn; Bounce 2000, kicked off the
first part of their university tour at
the Turret last Friday with Canadian
DJs Baby Blue and Enforcas and
Capitol Hill, as well as recording
artists
SAUKRATES and
JULLY BLACK.
The night was
a mix of R&B, hip
hop, soca, reggae
and house with
the Baby Blue
Sound Crew and DJ Enforcas play-
ing the event, two crews that came
together for a few stops in North
America.
The first team up was DJ
Enforcas who specialize in Soca, a
fast tempo music originating from
Trinidad.
Edward Terry (a.k.a. Bassline)
and Marlon Silvera (Marcy Marc)
who make up DJ Enforcas, have
been working together for the past
four years.
As for the 411 on scratching,
Being able to skillfully
blend a song is what
makes a good D.J.
Silvera claims anyone can scratch
but it's being able to skillfully blend a
song that makes a good DJ. Silvera
has been deejaying for the past six
years and will read the crowd's vibes
so to know what to play next. It's all
about making sure the people are
having fun.
The second part of the evening
was amazing, watching Saukrates
and Jully Black on stage playing
before a large, active crowd. To
everyone's disappointment, the
sound got cut off for a few minutes.
Despite the
sound difficulties,
both put on a great
show. Backstage,
Saukrates look at
the technical prob-
lems as just some
of the things artists
have to deal with.
Both have been working under
Warner World Wide for the past few
years, with Saukrates just having
released a new album.
Saukrates' latest album, which
came out August 24, offered a vari-
ety of innovative new sounds. One
track included a live 20 piece orches-
tra, not something
traditionally found
in this genre of
music. What few
people may know
about Saukrates
and Jully Black is
that both are pro-
fessionals with
classical instru-
ments, Saukrates
with string instru-
ments and Jully
with the clarinet
and alto sax.
In the end, Jully Black says it's all
about doing what you love, she has
always wanted to sing. She became
a professional singer seven years ago
"In the
end, pure
honesty
works the
best; be
yourself"
and is currently working under
Warner World Wide along with
Saukrates.
Both write and
perform their own
music, something
that allows them
to work to their
full potential,
something many
artists fail to
obtain.
Right before we
left, I asked Jully
Black and
Saukrates if they
had any advice'
they would like to give out to the
Wilfrid Laurier kiddies.
"In the end, pure honesty works
best: Be yourself."
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Biology 101
Synopsis: The music you want to hear, movies you
want to see and clubs you have to hit.
Reference:
nightlife.therecord.cum
Before going out, research what's going on.
Japan Exchange and Teaching (JET) Programme
The Government of Japan invites university graduates (by July 2000) to apply for positions as
Assistant Language Teachers or Coordinators for International Relations at schools and
government offices throughout Japan. Renewable one-year contracts begin in late July 2000
and pay a salary of 3,600,000 yen (approximately C545,000) after tax.
Interested? Visit us at the World ofOpportunity Fair. Sept. 28.
Applications are now available at Career Services. Please do not send resumes.
Application deadline: November 26
Stop picking at my Ear Candy
Sevendust
Home
TVT Records
Chugging guitars, tight rhythm sec-
tion and aggressive vocals arc what
compose the formula used by the
southern quintet, Sevendust,
towards their sophomore effort. In
my humblest of opinions, it works.
Their debut disc was received
with open arms and was called the
best metal disc to come around in
years.
Home starts where the group left
off and I believe with this effort they
will most definitely rise to the next
level. Simply put, they "tear it up"
musically.
The only thing that might take a
bit of getting used to is the vocals.
However, anyone who enjoys
Sevendust will take to this record
instantly because it is a gem.
After touring continuously for a
number of years, Sevendust has
done nothing but get better individu-
ally and as a whole.
Collectively, they have tightened
up any loose ends and become better
as a result.
Home, the title track opening this
record, grabs you and doesn't let go.
The opening riff' is a perfect start to
the album.
It chugs along and establishes the
groove that makes the song and
album what it is. Along the way
songs such as Waffle and Rumble
Fish pummel the senses with their
relentless attack, while Crumbled
comes along and beats you into sub-
mission.
After easing up slightly making
you think you're safe. Crumbled
begins beating you again.
The entire album is a journey into
the darkest realms of the mind.
Sevendust manages to vocalize
things others think but never dare
make public.
The musical accompaniment
therefore, falls within the same
motif. The guitars offer an especially
noteworthy component to this
record. Their attack is
merciless and their approach puts a
smile on my face. The bass is unfor-
tunately not as distinct but regard-
less, their style works.
The artwork is also dark in
nature and fits the music held with-
in.
There seems to be an overall Tool
feel to the album and that is a style
that I enjoy.
It fits the band's image and music
and is, therefore, an appropriate
way to wrap up the entire package.
Home is a sonic assault on the brain,
which is a good thing to me.
Phil Champagne
Ben Harper and the Innocent
Criminals
Burn to Shine
Ben Harper's third major label
release contains more mainstream
influences than his previous cata-
logue but retains the distinctly
acoustic flavour that has established
him as a folk icon.
Burn to Shine has a distinctly
electric and highly polished feel, ulti-
mately due to Harpers increasing
confidence in the studio and produc-
ers. This visceral musicality is an
interesting base on which Harper
lays his gritty and sincere lyrics. At
points, though, the contrived ballad
seeps through and what, on previous
albums, would be Harper's pained
pleas end up being pappy top 40
jinglism.
Signature Harper irony makes
brief appearances, though. "If you're
happy with nothing, you'll be happy
with me," and"the woman in you is
the worry in me," are some choice
selections from Ben's haughty lyri-
cism.
There are also significant musical
departures and experimentations to
speak of'.
The surprizing Suzie Blue boasts
a dixieland backing band replete
with a clarinet solo that chips gin.
The prohibition-era ditty is an exam-
ple ofthe musical breadth and ambi-
tion of the album. Ben Harper fans
will notice more homages to main-
stream styles. The title track, Burn to
Shine, is a hard-drivin' guitar rock
number. The thumping bassline is
reminiscent of many a rock anthem
while the electric guitars (soloing et
al.) are pure Angus Young.
The symphonic Beloved One
treads a little too close to Celine Dion
sap; luckily, Ben Harper's cool sal-
vages the cliched melody and his sin-
cerity makes it through the piano
and strings. I could be swayed on this
point, however, I have to let the
album percolate a while.
Other than those three songs, the
album is very much the same Ben
Harper fare only this time his repu-
tation and budget attracted more
musicians to the offering. Don't
worry Ben, I still like you.
James Muir
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Hey Everybody!
The WLU Theatre
Collective will be ■
meeting at Theatre
House (across from 112
Science Building) on
Thursday Sept. 23rd
at 6pm. All are
welcome! BrMg some 1
ideas, some energy,
and some money if
you want a stylish
T-shirt.
GREGG
FAMILY Jtd
CHIROPRACTIC
Dr. James W. Gregg, D.C
4-255 King Street North
(at University)
Waterloo, Ontario
N2J 4V2
PHONE: 885-L I F E
(5 4 3 3)
• STUDENTS 50% OFF
• Dr Gregg is
WLU Alumni
• Leave your other
Chiropractor at home?
• Headaches, stress,
neck and back pain
• WLU Health Ran Covers Chiropractic
rURREp I
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IK::' I . CONTEST ENDS SEPT. 28/99
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Ascreamingcomesacross theArtsPage...
A Viking Compass Book
The Aqyn's Song
I have come from the edge of the world.
I have come from the lungs of the wind
With a thing I have seen so awesome
Even Dzambul could not sing it.
With a fear in my heart so sharp
It will cut the strongest of metals.
In the ancient tales it is told
In a time that is older than Qorqyt,
Who took from the wood of Syrghaj
The first qobyz, and the first song-
It is told that in a land far distant
Is the place of the Kirghiz Light.
In a place where words are unknown,
And eyes shine like candles at night,
And the face of God is a presence
Behind the mask of the sky-
At the tall black rock in the desert,
In the time of the final days.
If the place were not so distant,
If words were known, and spoken,
Then the God might be a gold ikon,
Or a page in a paper book.
But It comes as the Kirghiz light-
There is no other way to know It.
The roar of Its voice is deafness,
The flash of Its light is blindness.
The floor of the desert rumbles,
And Its face cannot be borne.
And a man cannot be the same,
After seeing the Kirghiz Light.
For I tell you that I have seen It
In a place which is older than darkness
Where even Allah cannot reach.
As you see, my beard is an ice-field,
I walk with a stick to support me,
But this light must change us to children.
And now I cannot walk far,
For a baby must learn to walk.
And my words are reaching your ears
As the meaningless sounds of a baby.
For the Kirghiz Light took my eyes,
Now I sense all Earth like a baby.
It is north, for a six-day ride,
Through the steep and death-gray canyons,
Then across the stony desert
To the mountain whose peak is white dzurt.
And if you have passed without danger,
The place of the black rock will find you
But if you would not be born,
Then stay with your warm red fire,
And stay with your wife, in your tent,
And the Light will never find you,
And your heart will grow heavy with age,
And your eyes will shut only to sleep.
Thomas Pynchon
FILE
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"FichtNichtMitDemRaketemensch!"
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K.V. On Fried Chicken
A chicken was a flightless bird which looked like this;
m
The idea was to kill it and pull out all its feathers, and cut off its
head and feet and scoop out its internal organs~~~arid then chop it into
pieces and fry the pieces, and put the pieces in a waxed paper bucket
with a lid on it, so it looked like this;
ALL IMAGES AND TEXT BY KURT VONNEGUT JR. COPYRIGHT 1973S
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"At Monitor, you v\/e are seeking candidates with outstanding academic
lA/iii H records, stronq interpersonal skHls, and demonstrated AmctwHamchance to find M siera
out how much achievement in extra-curricular activities. Monitor's high- Athens
you can really energy environment provides an exceptional opportunity for Cambridge
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Out of Uniform: Clay sculpture
September 28 - October 16
Gallery Hours:
Tues - Fri: 10am - spm
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Part-Time Work CHEESE FRIES
to "Happy to
Evening & weekends available. HBMBBfcKi jyMi8«3BHB|8| Genius.
Scholarships awarded. Professional Love P. Tedius (aka) Snuff Daddy
and fun; great business experience.
Call 886-0909 or www.workforst.u- 9B
dents.com/on B
Women s Centre Events Part-Time Childcare Enthusiastic Qualified Piano Let's Play Furniture Jeopardy!
WLU Women's Centre first collective Require 1-2 reliable/caring/ener- Teacher What is brown, has 4 long. legs, a
meeting-Wednesday September 22, genie student(s) to watch my child 3- Student looking for students! nice flat surface and is taking up
j:30pm, at the Women s Centre. 4 days per week from approximate- Reasonable rates! Please call space in Scully's house? No, not
New volunteers welcome. Take ly 11;30am t0 3.30pm. Phone 579- Valerie: 584-0213 Wheels, it's my kitchen table and 4 Did you p]ay string bass in high
Back the Night March-Women unite 5248 matching chairs. Need one? Call school? What about playing in the
to stop violence against women. I yric Night ( lub Guitar Lessons Scully 746-4597, $50 o.b.o. WLU Symphony this year? If inter-
Thursday, September 23. 6:30pm at
Earn cash whiJe working in a Personalized instruction. All Sociology 100 DE Textbook ested, call Janice Dobbin in the
Victoria Park Clock lower,
fast d environment We are styles/levels. Day/evening classes. In K1CK_ASS condition, brand Faculty of Music at 884-0710 ext.
Kitchener. We are located in the
currently looking for servers> securi . Central K.W. on bus route. BA. spANK1NG NEW, Cau Michelle at 2956TA link between the Theatre
tyandsupportstaff . Apply in pereon Music. R.C.M. Michael Bennett 884-0 582, $65 obo. stuartAuditorium and MacDonald House. ™ , 576-6881
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Official boot of fast living.
Available at: Shoes 22 • 133 Weber St. N. • Waterloo • (519) 746-4983
In every field of competition,
the outcome is determined
by the players.
/ A /
Take any environment, from the most
simplistic to the most advanced, and you'll
notice one common thread. People. They're
thekey to success, discovery, to the future
itself.
At Hewitt, we've been putting people first for
decades. Of course, that's our business. We're a
global consulting firm specializing in human
resource solutions. We've become an industry
leader by creating a culture that encourages
teamwork, innovative thinking and personal
growth.
What does it mean for you? Imagine reaching
your potential. You can do it at Hewitt. Majors
that have traditionally been successful in our
organization: Accounting, Actuarial Science,
Computer Science, Economics, Finance,
Liberal Arts, Math, MIS, or Statistics.
Ifyou would like to apply for a position, we
encourage you to submit your resume on-line,
but you can also send it via fax. Please indicate
your geographic area of interest.
To submit on-line
Please visit our web site at www.hewitt.com
Find the position you're interested in and fol-
low the instructions for applying on-line.
To submit a hard copy
Fax your scannable resume to 847-771-7017. A
"scannable" resume has standard fonts, plain
text, and is without bullets and lines.
At Hewitt Associates, we seek, respect, and
value the diverse qualities and backgrounds
our associates bring to the firm, and are com-
mitted to utilizing the richness ofknowledge,
ideas, and experience our diversity provides.
Hewitt is an equal opportunity employer.
| i|M What does work mean to you?
On September 25, IBM Canada will be hosting an on-site campus career fair. We are \
inviting graduating students from universities and colleges across Southern Ontario in >****> —
js&l. Computer Science, Engineering, Mathematics, Management Information Systems, ;"|| W
.:i Finance, and other related disciplines. E
Highlights of the day include executive presentations using multi-media technology, J||
e-business demos, live music and complimentary lunch.
In addition, you will be able to talk with IBM employees from various functions across the ||| ' fjj
business and find out more about IBM Canada as well as our job openings for graduates. l|gg
Don't forget to bring your transcripts. ' «
We re quest you to pre-register by September 23 in order to attend this event. Bus trans-
portation will be provided for those who have registered. By visiting our Web site at Ipt
www.can.ibm.com/hr/apply/careerfairform.html you can register, send us your resume, I
JF and check transportation pick-up times.
Jj So, Why Work? Come see what IBM is all about, then tell us what work means to you.
Career Fair Location:
al 3600 St6eieS Avenue East Markham ' ontar '°
Time! 9:ooam to 3;oopm
JHP www.can.ibm.com/whywork Si
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I J Midtower Case o — >pm Motherboard ■ SOFTWARE INCLUDES.I # BMB Video Card ■ ■ ■ygQQQQZBgHH 17" SVGA Monitor clUO*" • Power DVD EunyUiiHHlI ' Pill Motherboard
« i *■• L'VI'V/HHI J DVD Generation 111 Drive .p Sc. iHHfflfPffffHHl * Microsoft Office 2000I ' 44X c'D^Rom0n' tor c LUihßDi j _p (Small Business Edition)I » Sound Card > 56K V9O Voice/Fax/Modem o fcssd 5 KSP233iISIM • Norton Utilities
I ;> 120W Amplified Speakers VMpMAmliUflH j Extra Parallel Port ■EHHIIfIi
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—— ■"' !pO, / / / $147^t0/MO
ECLIPSE AND AVATAR SYSTEMS ALSO INCLUDE: I KZCi
> MulltiMedia CTRL Keyboard ' Internet Mouse & Pad > 3'5" Floppy Drive o Windows 98 SE J Printer Cable I p||| 45Q Ow9mJ mW LEASE
PLUS THIS AMAZING SOFTWARE PACKAGE! RETAIL VALUE! I W, 111"SmoKB|
_ _
_ _
v l_i<\_ r NO SUBSTITUTIONS NO CASH VALUE ■
• Lotus Smart Suite/Millenium Edition (5 Pgms) ￿ World Atlas "
• Websters World Encyclopedia 99 • Draw Print Studio UVW3HJIB3IBGXP I Pill 550 VI O77 TO*OWN BNHPPV• Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing • Anti Virus Scan • Arcade Games • Shareware I w4 m $166.80/M0
• Lucas Arts Afterlife • Racing Games • Utilities ■
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E d WT 15" SVGA Colour Monitor... $187.00 3 LEXMARK Zll ColourPrinter (after rebate)... S 97.00 B• I : - Ann Afi IRRKT- 17" SVGA Colour Monitor... §327.00 SAMSUNG Laser Printer... 5497.00 aaiiaif:"~%
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■Pi 19" SVGA Colour Monitor... $577.00 Bi'ilMHaifilt'UlllM Internet Mouse... $ 29.00 ak HARD DRIVETIPwT|I J,
K* ■.M;UHi;nTiyl 6.4G8 Hard Drive... $149.00 Base Mouse... $ 7.77 jPM>»[||i(||ipMlhiiiiiiMm n■TT 8.4G8 Hard Drive... $187.00 Floppy Drive... $ 19.97
™
■71 13GB Hard Drive... $237.00 Amplified Speakers I9 97 J Pill Motherboard J Midtower Case j 56K V.90 Modem * |
17GB Hard Drive... $297.00 Windows 98 Keyboard... I 17.77 J 32M8 SDRam -> CPU Fan J Network Card U
BHlH;Ulfil>f;l»l'i»Kl 44 Spin CD-ROM $57 00 I—rni1 rni I 1 ill 1 1 iii 100MB Internal Zip Drive... 5117.00 > BMB Video Card J Sound Card J ALL IWT bVD 111 OEM::'. $157:00 10BaseT Combo PCI Network Card... $ 22.97 — Tl I
CD RE-Writer $297 00 '"r Headphones & Microphones... $ 9.97 U\ W \*^M
ajfj I nrtrrTH r>—, I. r, ,k Jp , ? , nn 16Bit wavetable Sound Card... $ 19.77 «A *Jwfr■•• 1111 l 111 wM Mustek Fl;s bed C^olour |canner... S 56K Internal V9O Voice/Fax/Modem ..$ 47.00 MWZ IPFI H n c JSi mqo r Inn Intel Starfighter 3D Gaming Video Card | 37.00 HHf^BHnHHBHm&^TTAVAGFA High End 36Bit USB Colour Scanner... $187.00 DIAMOND Banshee 16MB 3dFX Video Card (after rebate)... $ 69.00
I OptiSDOM "WHIZ" I I IjJI I 1 3
The "Early Bird" catches the worm.... what does that say about the "Early Worm"? IMIBIIIIIH ri 886-5676 \*\iSSt &llj 99JL S JB W Bs I«9— in *
In some places it's known as a Tornado. In others, a cyclone. And still in others, the idiots ■||U's mzM £ —— -*Merry-Go-Round. But around here they'll always be known as screw boys. 140 university ave. w.
CAMPUS COURT °LAZA I
It takes a big man to cry... but a bigger man to laugh at him.
